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ABSTRACT 

h o  the Darkness: 
Investigations of Maya Chuttunob fiom X-ual-canil (Cayo Y), Belize 

Nadine Laura Gray 

A chultun is a subterranean feature, carved into the limestone bedrock and entered 

through a restncted, cylindrical orifice. I)riring the 1996-1998 field seasons, four such fkatures 

were excavated in the periphery of the ancient Maya site of X-ualcanil ir. the Cayo District of 

Belize, Central America. The chulhmob discussed in this thesis date from the Rotoclassic and 

Late Classic times. The bctional information gained through excavation and comparative 

means indicates that chuirunob h m  X - u a l d  and 0th Upper Belize River Valley chambers 

were used for short term storage, the intennent of human remains, as well as termination and 

dedicatory rituals. 
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Brief Comment on Temin* 

The Yucatec Maya language uses the s f i x  ob to denote p l d  endings (Freidel 

et al. 1993: 19). The plural of chuitm is chultunob in Yucatec, although ang l i cd  

(chultunî) and hispanickd (chuftunes) variations a h  appear in the literanire. The 

proper Maya plural of chultun, chultunob, will be the term employed throughout this 

thesis, except where the hispanicized andor angiicized variations occur in a citation 



Chapter 1 

CHULTUNOB 

jntroductjon 

This chapter provides a broad discussion of Maya chultunob (underground 

chambers) through the defuution and anaiysis of the term, wbat functions they may have 

served, as well as their sptial and temporal distribution. A review of the functions 

suggested by archaeologists is offered with the aim of providing a critical examination of 

the range of possible uses for chultunob. These fwictions include: water and food 

storage; alcohol production; the ripehg of f i t; sweat bouses; and burial chamben. 

The following discussion illustrates the difficulties of assigning a single h c t i o d  

interpretation for al1 chuliunob, as there are problems encountered when the 

aforementioned functional interpretations are applied While some previously postulatecl 

functions cannot be dismissed eatireiy, a ritual mode1 is presented as a new perspective 

that increases our understanding of the function of Maya chultunob. This new mode1 

wiil be explained in the fourch chapter, and is only introduced here as a new contexnial 

perspective on the changing function of chultunob in the prehistory of the Upper Belize 

River Valley. 

Early Explorations 

John Lloyd Stephens appean to be the fint European to examine and report in 

any detail the chultun-like features at the sites of Umal and Labna (se von Hagen 



1962). These investigations led him to suggest they were water cistems despite the fact 

that a local iandowner explained they were for food siorage (Puleston 1 97 1 :322). The 

uncertainty about chultun function persists to the present &y. Since the time of Stephens' 

journeys, there have been many expeditions to Mesoamerica which investigated 

archaeological sites and explored these carved chamben. 

As one is king lowered by rope down through the narrow weil-like opening into 
the darkness beneath, there is always the charming uncertainty as to whether a 
viperfs head will thnrst h o  one's face on tbe way down; whetber the whir of a 
rattlesnake's rattle or the skurry of a nest of tarantuias or scorpions will be the 
first greeting on touching the chamber fioor (Thompsm 1 897:80). 

The first tme archaeological investigations of these subterranean chamben began 

in 1888 wiCh the excavation of 60 chambers by Edward H. Tbompson (1 897) at Labna 

His report proposes that chulrunob were prirnarily used as zahcab (marl) extraction sites 

which subsequently became cistems for rais water as well as depositories for human 

rernains. Incidentiy, althougb Thompson's work at Labna was recognized as the first 

archaeologicai excavations of northem chultwmb, it was Alfied Maudslay who fust 

conducted limited excavations of a chamber at Tikal in 188 1 and 1882. Whle he did not 

c q  out a complete or systematic excavation, he remarked that "it seems probable tbat 

they were used for the storage of food . . . * (Pdeaon 1971 :324). Ekginning with the 

initial excavations of chultmob, their fimcîion was enigmaîic. The function of these 

chambers continues to be a source of debate because no series of artifacts recovered from 

chulrunob have k e n  found to provide clearcut evidence for a simple m e r  (Puleston 

1 965:24). 



Thompson (1 897:80) wote that it is "desirable that these curious structures 

should be iovestigated, and that their contents, whether detritus or material intentionally 

placed by man, should be preserved and studied". Researchen have responded to 

Thompson's suggestion and, as a result, there 1s an on-going bctional debate within 

chuitun research. However, it seerns that as more chultmob were encountered, mapped 

and excavated, the postulated firnctions of these chambers grew. Various researchen 

have suggested that they were used as sweat baths (Maudslay 1889-1902, Vol. 2:25 in 

Puleston 197 1 :326), food cellars (Tozzer 19 13: 19 1 ; Gam 19 1833) for maile (Miksicek 

et al. 198 1 : 9 18; Reina and Hill 1980:78) or ramon nuts (Puleston 1971 :33 1-332), rural 

alcohol production silos (Dahiin and Litzinger 1986729-70), fine weavuig areas or 

ceremonial chamben (see Ricketson 1925:390), drains or refuse pits (Pollock 1956540 

in Rileston 1971: 326), and even some form of outdoor plumbing (Haviland 1963:505 in 

Puleston 197 1). The present debate continues to centre around the functional 

interpretation of chulrrm chambers as they may have had different uses through time, and 

from region to region (Powis 1999: 1). 

Definitu Chulrzlnob 

John Lloyd Stephens' travels in 184 142 offered scholars the first introduction to 

the word chultun. He was provided the tenn by Maya peoples living around the ruins of 

Tikal and he believed these "circular holes in the ground" were shilar to those he 

previously eocountered at Uxmal (von Hagen 1%2: 186). Later, an excavation report by 

Thompson ( 1  897) at Labna used the term chuitun to refer to this site's sub-surface 



chamben. Tozzer (1913:19û) offers the first translation of the term chuitm when he 

explained that it meant "excavation in stone" derived from the Maya word tsul meaning 

'to ciean' and tun meaning 'stone'. Decades later, Dahlin and Litzinger (1986:721) 

rnistakenly suggested that Puleston (1 971) tninslated chuliun as deriving from CM 

rneaning either 'wet' or 'becorning wet,' and tun , meaning 'rock' or 'stone', giving chuliun 

the meaning of "wet rock" or "rock tbat becornes wetw. Schele ami Freidei(1990) agreed 

with the translation of im but they suggested the Maya word ch'ul meant 'hoiy', giving 

the definition of "holy stone". While whaeologists may not Mly comprehend the 

derivation of the terni applied to these structures, investigations are bringing researchers 

closer to understandmg how these chambers served people in the past 

Cliulr unob 

A chuliun is best descnbed as a subterranean chamber, carved into the limestone 

bedrock and entered through a narrow opening The point of enûy, usually a single 

orifice, serves as the entrance to the chamber(s) and often represents the only means 

through whicb nahiral light can enter. Covers for the orifice include; fitted, circular 

capstones, rectanguiar limestoae slabs, or forest materials such as large leaves or woven 

mats. These are found either in sztq whhin the cbamber f i l l  or they are sometimes 

absent. It is probable that the occurrence of a bevelled edge on the chuitunob orifice 

facilitated the use of the fitted capstone. This type of covering was evident in the Choj 

group and C h u l m  3 from X-uai-cmil. Another example of a chdiun cover is offered by 

Thompson (1 89î:g) who d e s c n i  large square nones covering the chambers at the site 



of Labna While these fitted or slab capstones represent one tyjx of non-perishable 

wvering forest materiais, such as large laves or wuvm mats slso could have been 

utilized The use of this latter style of orifice cap may account for the absence of stone 

covers at some features. A woven mat was recovered by Ricketsoa and Ricketson (1937) 

from within a chulrun at Uawachin. This discovery led the Ricketson's to postdate that 

the chamber was utilized as a weaving a r e  whereas, the woven material rnay, in fact, 

represent a type of orifice cover. 

The interior morphology of the chuitm may display a single, bell-shaped 

chamber, multiple chamben of varying shapes, or exhibit a single laterai (boot-shaped) 

profile. Some chamben have plaster floors or plastered sections, but the walls are 

generally devoid of any plaster or stucco lining This unplastered chamber morphology 

is intended to differentiate the chuftun from the cistem, as both structures are present in 

the Southem Maya Lowlands. There is a need to distinguish between a chuitlm aad a 

cistem at this point because this snidy applies only to chulrunob. The Mord Dictionary 

(1993: 147) defines a cistem as a "tank for storing water", or, an "underground reservoir". 

The difficulty stems from the fact that some researchen have used the ternis chuftun and 

cistern interchangeably, resutting in the assumption that al1 chuliunob stored water. For 

the purposes of this discussion a cistern and a chuitun are defined by their architectural 

features, not their functions (see Figures 1 and 2). Architectwally, cistems of the Maya 

Lowlands exhibit a beU or bonle-shaped chamber, masure up to 6 meters in depth, and 

have a plaster lining, men, or associated water symbols (Aylesworth 1993:80). 

Chdlun archi-, in coatrast, wnsists of chambers which bave greater length than 



Figure 1. Bell Shaped Chamber 

From: Folan et al. 1983 



Profile of Chultun 

Top Plan of Chultun 

Figure 2. Profile of a lateral (shoe-shaped) chultzm 

From: Puleston 197 1 



depth, and are usually devoid of wall treatments. Chulrunob may also exhibit an 

antechamber, somethuig which is absent in cistems (se Puieston 1971:323). Despite a 

similar restncted orifice, it is the subsdace chamber design that differentiates these 

features. Therefore, îhe tems cistem or c h h  refer to different fatures, based on 

morphological attributes. The bell-shaped, stuccoed chambers may be cistems for water, 

aad some chultmob may bave been utilized for water storage, but researchers sbould 

exhibit caution when defining the feature. 

The category of chultzm iocludes several varieties of chamber style in the 

Southern Maya Lowlands. First, there are small, bottle shaped chambers (similar to those 

in the northem Yucatan) which Iack wall treatments ( T o ~ e r  19 12:669). A sewnd type is 

the lateral, or 'hot-shaped" chamber, initially described by Totzer (1 9 13: 192) and later 

used by Puleston (197 1) to differentiate these features h m  the northern Yucatan variety. 

A third chamber style is the multi-lobed chultun which has several small chamben with a 

single or dual orifices as the point of entq (Figure 3). h ternis of the rnulti-lobed 

chultunob, they "generaily contain only one or two such inner chamben, but othen have 

been found with as many as nine" (Rileston 196524). Within these chambers styles 

there are several interna1 fahires which M e r  define the chultun type. Variation is 

seen in the number and size of chamben, the piesaice or absence of a dl., the use of 

niches, and the use of plaster on floors (Powis 1999). 

Although chdtun~b are ubiquitous features throughout the Maya Lowlands, few 

archaeologists have investigated hem, resulting in a paucity of litemtm on the subject 

(Aylenvorth 1993:78). Archaeo1ogists worhng at the Maya sites of Blackman Eddy 



Figure 3. Multi-lobed chambers and dual orifice chulrunob fiom Uwctun  

From: Smith 1973 



(Driver and Garber 1993), Cahd Pech (Christensen 1995; Iannone 1994; Iannone et al. 

1994; Powis 1992,1993,1999; Powis and Hohaan 1995 ), Caraco! (Hunter-Tate 1994), 

Cuello (Miksicek 199 1; Miksicek et ai. 1981), Hohul (Menvin and Vaillant 1932), 

L a b ~  (Thompson 1 8W), Nohmul (Tozzer 19 13), Tikal (Carr and Hazard 1 % 1 ; hileston 

1965), Uaxactun (Ricketson and Ricketson 1937; Smith 1 HO), and Xunantunich 

(Braswell 1992,1993; Gnffith et al. 2000; Keller 1995; Robin 1996; Yaeger and Conne11 

1993) have cunducted chulrm research (Figure 4). 

Spatial Disaibution 

While reviewing the excavation repris of the chultmob tesearchers rnentioned 

above, some pattern regardhg spatial distribution emerged Chuirimob are located in 

areas where the limestone bedrock is close to the surface (Aylesworth 1993: 8 1). "The 

chult un is a direct result of the stony character of the country, where a compafatively 

slight deposit of soi1 overlies a continuous bed of limestone. Practically anywhere in the 

nortbem and centrai part of the Maya area the stone may be reached at no great de@" 

(Tozzer 19 13: 190-191). As a result of this accessible limestone kdrock, chultunob are 

found in most areas of the Maya Lowlands. Despite the writings of Willey et al. (1965), 

which suggested that chulmob did not occur in the Belize Valley, there are numerous 

examples of sites in tbis region which have these features. However, there is a notable 

absence of these features in alluvial areas, such as the site of Baking Pot. Spatial 

distribution studies of the Cahd Pech area revealed the common location of chulttarob 

to be on top of knolls or well-drained terrain, although there were examples located 



Figure 4. Map of the Southem Maya Lowlands 

From: Sharer 1994 



beneath structures. In most cases, the distribution of chulimob also indicates proxirnity 

to water sources and senlements (Powis 19992). Evideoce fbm Tikal funber supports 

this distribution pattern, as Puleston (1965 :26) writes that "most chuftlms are found on 

hi& or well-draiDed ground where rapid n i w f f  would allow little moisture to soak into 

the bedrock. It is not unusual to fiad them on the highest grouad in a particuiar area". 

There is also evidence f i m  various sites to suggen tbat chultmob are often associated 

witb a single mound orplawefa grwp and in most cases their location is outside of the 

site core (Aylesworth l993:84; Dahlin and Litinger 1986:729; Rileston 1971:327; 

Thomas 1981: 21 ). 

While it is dificuit to state the "tnie" function of the chultunob of the Southern 

Maya Lowlands based on distribution, it is an easier tasic to dernoristrate which fimctions 

are less practical. The proposed functions of water and food storage, miit 

ripening/alcohol production, sweat batbs and burial chambers are discussed below to 

i I l  ustrate the prob l erns associated with these firnctions. 

Water Storape 

The use of chultmob as an area for water storage is a common interpretation 

stemming from excavations and interpretations of the pst c e m .  The typical 

morphology of lateral or mdti-lobed chambers does not seem the most feasible fom for 



water storage. For exemple, Ay lesworth ( 1 993: 86) states "besides simply not retaining 

water, the typical chulrun morphology, with the orifice over the antechamber would not 

be practical for retrieving water''. Also, the fiequent occurrence of a si11 or a raised lip 

between the antechamber and the main chamber would presumably have acted as a 

barrier and stop water from entering the main chamber (Puleston 197 1 :327). Chuhm 

researcb at Cuello raises douùt uiat these chulrunob wwe "ever used for water storage: 

the collas at the base of the central shaft was designeci to keep water out of the storage 

chambers, and wwld dso have made it wry difficult to àraw water fiom them" 

(Mi ksicek 199 1 :75). The unplastered chultun c h b e r ,  the most common type, cannot 

contain water aad any water it may hold w d d  quickly pcrmeate into the limestwe (see 
<* 

Miksicek 1991; Ptiieston 1965). In addition, chultrnob "are usually found on ground 

slightly higher than that of the surrounding counîq" which would mi k conducive to 

catchidg nin-off (Tozzer 19 13: 19 1; hileston 197 1). in addition, as Tozzer (1 94 1 : 96) 

writes, water containment seems unres~sonable as thesc c h b e n  are &en war naturai 

water sources. 

However, druitunob which exhibit plastered walls do seem to be suitable for 

holding water for exteaded periods of time. For ewmpie, a chultun at Uxmof was re- 

plastered, filled with rainwater, and sustained a crew for the field season (Blom 1936: 184 

in Puleston 197 1324). Also, dthough the chambers are smaller, archaeologcal and 

ethnographie evidence h m  Western Campeche illustrateci that walls lined with thick 

(20-25 cm) fved clay did allow for water to be stored for individual fàmily unie 

(Matheny 1971 : 474). While there is some doubt that the hction of lateral shaped, 



unlined chultunob was water storage, there are examples which have exhibited feahrres 

that may facilitate water catchnient A d l  trougb was identified adjacent to the onfice 

of Chulm I at Zirbin, and it was surmised that this unusual feature served to direct water 

into the chamber (Iannone 1994:99). However, water storage is aot the ody fiaction this 

chufiun served and this notion of cbanging function will be discussed furthet, in Chapter 

2. 

Whether or not a chdtun could hold water continues to be debated, but rather 

ihao question the mpability of the chambas, perhaps rmarcbers should be asking why 

the ancient Maya would need to store water at sites that have adequate water supplies. 

Although water needed to be stored in some dry areas of the Maya Lowlands, the Püuc 

region for example, water ~'arcity was not a primery concem in al1 areas of the Maya 

Lowlands. In fact, chultunob occur in areas where "there is an abundant supply of water" 

and therefore "it rnay be argued that the storage of water is aot the primary object of 

these subterranean roorns" (Tozzer 19121669). For those featues which do not appear to 

have served as water storage chambers, altemate functions, such as food storage have 

been forwarded. 

l3sahas 

During the past several decades there has ken a bct ional  debate within the 

archaeological literature which revolves around food storage and Nbsistence related 

activities. Despite the absence of suitable storage vessels, the storage potential of 

chultun chambers has been fkqueemly advocated by researchea (see Dahlin and LitEnger 



1986; Keller 1995; Miksicek 1991; Powis 1992). Feahues such as arrangements of 

cobbles within chambers are proposed to aid in the placement of "round-bonorneci 

storage jars placed in these side chamben" (Keller 1995: 10). Beyond the chambeh 

potential storage features, the typical food based hypothesis raises questions repdtng 

the type of go& king deposited (Aylesworth 199398). Further, researchea are 

debating which crop served as the staples of the Maya diet, whether it be the ramon aut 

or rnaize. While the idea that crops were stored by the ancient Maya is not questioned, it 

is the use of chultunob as the preferred ara for such an activity which presents the most 

dificdty. The use of the chultm as such a place is interwoven in this debate, but most 

of the information regarding storage is circumstaotially based. The following discussion 

out1 ines the proposed hinctions and challenges these hypotheses in the hopes of 

presenting a clearer understanding of various chuitun fùnctions over M e .  

The food storage hypothesis favored by several archaeologists, was originally 

published by Maudslay in 1 883 (sec Puleston 197 1 324). At this Ume, Maudslay wrote, 

"the sides of these chambers were not cemented, and it seems probable that they were 

used for the storage of foodn (Puleston 197 1 :325). The aaalysis of chultmob of Nahim 

led Tozzer (1 91 3: 19 1 )  to propose that "the storage of maize and other foods is possible, 

as they are generally dry and would be suitable for such a purpose". Later, investigations 

of chulrunob at Santa Rita led Gam (1 9 l8:83) to assert that these chambers were used 

for holding corn or other provisions. Though the wrïtings of Bishop Diego de Landa 

predated these investigations, the translation in which Landa suggests that fannefs kept 

their produce, wcularly m e ,  ". . . in fine underground places and so as «> 



be able to seIl (their crops) at the proper timen, was not translatai until later (see Tozzer 

1 94 1 : 96). Tozzer's (1 94 1) footnotes in the publication propose that Landa was r e f e ~ g  

to the lateral-charnbered chuitun. 

Ramc>n 

Until the early 1970fs, the food storage mode1 remained mere speculation. Dennis 

E. hileston (1 97 1 ) offered the fint experimental work to tea the potential food storage 

capabilities of chullunob. ln this expriment, Puleston and crew excavated their own 

lateralshambered chultun with stone tools. A chuliun and two surface level buildings 

(one screened and one exposed) were constructed and used as comparative examples in 

order to undentand each structure's storage ability. An assortment of vegetables were 

placed in each structure and tested at various times over an eleven week period. Maize, 

beans, squash and root crops ail preserved poorly in the chuifun conditions, exhbiting 

various stages of mite, fun@, sprouting and rodent infestations. A second experiment 

was conducted, at which tirne the m o n  nut (Brosimum alicusfnan) was also ttrted 

This second set of experiments revealed that vegetables continued to fare poorly in the 

chufiun environment but, the ramon seed remained edible and free of pests afler 13 

rnonths in chultun storage. Two decades later, storage experiments perfomed in a 

chuitm at Cuello m e r  confirmed Puleston's daims of the storage suitability of the 

ramon (Miksicek 199 1 :78). These experiments at Cuello indicated that some roots crops 

could have been stored for a long period of time, d otbrr foodstuffs could be stored for 

short pe ri& (Mksicek 199 1 :79). The excellent preservation of the m o n  in chultunob 



was ambuted to the low moisture content of the nut and, perhaps, to a selective 

adaptation to a humid environment The experiments at Tikal also led Puleston to argue 

that the rarnon seed was the food crop suited for long-term s t o q e  in the chuhm 

environment (hileston 1971:334). Funher, he proposeci k e  was a correlation between 

the distribution of the m o n  tree and the location of h o w  platforms, suggesting that this 

food may have been cdtivated near houses in the past As well, the dism"bution of the 

chuitunob in certain areas of the Southem Lowlands was aiso argued to be correlated 

with the distribution of the ramoa m. With the decline of the Maya civilkation at the 

end of the Classic period, Puleston suggested that the reliance on the ramon as a food 

source decraseci, a d  this serve. as an explanation for the absence of chulrunob amoog 

present day groups. Having illustrated that maize cannot be stored in chuitunob, Puleston 

(1 97l:33O) recomended chat frirtber experimmtal work a&& to be conducird on silos 

as well as chamben below structure platforms to see if these were suitable places for dry 

storage. 

Research by Reina and Hill (1980) supporied Puleston's idea that the rarnon nut 

was important in Maya prehinory. Histonc sources ncorded by friars of the Domhican 

Order during the 16th century offered general information regarding Maya subsistence, 

food pfoctucti~n, and storage in the tropid highlands. Kekchi and Pokomchi-speaking 

people, who practiced the traditional Maya way of life, were observeci by these fnan who 

recorded domation on foods which were foreign ?O hem The writings recorded the 

staples of the diet, as well as important information pertaining to gardens, wild plant 

utilization aad food ptepatation techniwes. ûne account, by Friar Mifanda, described a 



process where seecis were first boiled to iose their coior and gease, and then were used 

to make tortilias, h r  colorhg or a spice. Keina ami Zii j i980:76j argued that based 

on the description of the seeds, Miranda was refemng to the rarnon. The histonc records 

suggest that the use of midl gardens and the abundant m o n  trees were not ewugh to 

sustain a population. It was the maire h m  large mil' fields which provided the 

subsistence base. Further information frwi the fiar's writings iiidicated the 

accumulation of surplus maize, which was fint preserved by smoking and then n o r d  in 

underground holes or "silos" for up to one year. However, Puleston's ( 197 1 ) 

experimental work at Tikal revealed that smoked maize did not store well in the chzùtun 

environment He argued tbat ody the ramon could be s t o d  for a long pend of time, 

and, therefore, ramon was a staple of the Maya diet. In contrast, Reina and Hill (1980) 

contended that, based on historic evidence, maize was wt oniy the mainstay in 

subsistence, but it could indeed be stored for a long time in a chuliwi. This article 

presented an interpretatioa of Maya nibsistence as more diverse thaa Puleston's ramon- 

only model. Subsistence was said to include the use of gardens, rarnon trees and large 

milpu fields, incorporaihg the smoking of corn and storage of surplus goods in 

chultunob. 

The debate about ramon and maize continued in the work of Miksicek et al. 

(198 1) when they chaflenged Reina and Hi11 (1980) by stating that the histonc account 

was refemnp to the achiote seed According tu Miksicek et al. (1981)- the translation of 

Landa's observations, similar to those of Mir;inda, mdicate it was the achiote plant, not 

the ramon tree that was used by the Maya. The achiote, grown in the gardens of Belize 



and the Yucatan, was used as a spice, a dye, and a tmde g d  ihroughout Central 

America- As m o n  bw: not been archaeologicaliy documentai as anythuig more than a 

starvation food, it was irnplied that there has been an overemphasis on the ramon 

(Miksicek et ai. 198119 16). Also, the proposai tbat there were ramon orchards around 

Maya settlements was ctdlenged by Miksicek et al. (1981), who argued that their 

presence related to the m ' s  adaptation to areas of disnrrbed ground (see also Lambert 

and Amason 1982: 298). The experimentai work by Pdeston at Tikal was also 

questioned because additional research indicated rarnon d w s  not store well in chullunob 

for extended periods. The authors contended that maize, not the rarnon or achiote, was 

the staple of Maya subsistence (Miksicek et al. 198 1 :9 18). 

A M e r  challenge to Puleston's ramon hypothesis was put forward by Peters 

( 1983), when he stated that the occurrence of the ramon tree around settîements can be 

explained by the dispersai of seeds through bats, and the tree's ability to grow in 

limestone soils. This study, on the life-cycle of the mon, showed that the tree had 

adapted to regenerate and grow in a closed tropical forest sening It was argued that bats, 

whic h bui ld their roosts around arcbaeological sites, were responsibie for spreading the 

seeds, not intentional seed planting or harvesting by humans. Also, there was no 

evidence to indicate that the tree bad adapied to grow in disturbed enviromnents, m>r was 

there any evidence to support the occurrence of ramon orchards around niins. in fac't the 

trees are more aumemus in areas where ruins are absent However, studies of m o n  at 

Tikal exhibited an musual characteristic, the trees produced seeds year round Typically, 

the tree bears fruit annually, at the omet of the rainy season The nuts and seeds ofthe 



ramon may have been utilized as a food saurce by the Maya and this could be detecteà 

through a detailed aaalysis of the population. There is the need for haure research and 

comparative studies to be undertaken before conclusions can be drawn about the role of 

the ramon in Maya subsistence. However, wbether it be maiz ,  achiote, or mon,  there 

is no evidence to suggest that the chultun was a çtorage place for any of these products. 

There are several key points which mise questions about Puleston's m o n  storage 

hypothesxs. First, it is highly problematic to assume that al1 chultunob were used for this 

specific (long-tem storage) function because, as will be detailed below, thete is evidence 

to suggest that a variety of hinctions were o c c h n g  in various regions and even within 

specific archaeological sites. Second, as the r m n  seed has a low rnoisnire content, it 

could preserve well and for eaended p e n d  of time in a non-chuitun environment 

Therefore, there would be no need to expend a minimum of 30 hours of labor to 

constnict a chamber if the ramon can be stored in other contexts. Also, in tenns of 

chullurz amibutes, hileston wglects to explain why the use of a capstone, a restricted 

orifice and raised sills are required to store ramon seeds. Funher, his suggestion that 

m o n  was a staple is problematic because he fails to address the processing of the 

product into edible form. If ramon was a staple , how was it processed ; moreover why 

would itç reliance cease after the Maya "collapsen if the tree was easily cultivated? 

Aithough Puleston (1971) conducted experimental work on the storage capabilities of 

chultunob, he made several assumptions and did not use the artifact assemblage 

recovered from the chambers to resolve the fiuictional debate. 



Maize 

The use of chultun chamben for maize storage is also questioned as modern 

maize storage occurs in above-grouad structures. Smyth (1989: 1 10) discusses modem 

domestic maize storage in the Puuc region and illustrates the above ground storage of 

rnaize. There are two structures, the bin and the cnb, which are used to hold the crop. A 

bin is a temporary construction, dismantled seasonaily, which contains husked rnaize. 

The extenor location of mi structures for the storageof sheUed or ear maize is 

determined by househoid space and the distance to the m i l p .  In order for make to be 

kept for an extended period of time, twiperature, humidity, light and pests mut be 

control led (Smyth 1989: 102). Inspired by research in England, Miksicek ( 199 1 39) 

suggests that chultunob can provide this type of contmlled environment and it is 

therefore argued that maize could have been storeci in the chambers. He proposes that 

grain could withstand a chulnm environment if the temperature was kept constant, 

through the use of a capstone or s d e d  storage jar, and if there was abundant w b o n  

dioxide production. This production would be assured if the chamber or the individual 

vessels were filled to allow for an accelerated production of carbon dioxide. Also "if the 

c hamber were lined witb mats or vegetal material, such as sawgrass identified in flotation 

samples, and plugged with the same material, equilibriurn carbon dioxide levels would 

be reached more rapidly* (Miksicek 199 Mg). In tems of fimgal growth and the 

potenliai intnision of insects and rodents, research has show that concentrations of 

carbon dioxide can be tolric to such pwts (Huitin and Miiner 1978 in Miksicek 199 1 :79). 

With regard to the potential for chuitunob as areas for the storage of food 



products, such as m e ,  tbere is the issue of spatial distribution If chirllunoli were 

indeed used for food storage, they do not ocnir as ofkm as expected in farming areas 

(Aylesworth 1993:88). They also do not occur in high fiequency in areas of large 

populations, as one would expect of storage faciiities (Dahlin and Litzinger 1986:726). 

m 
There is one example of the potential for srnail sa le  storage which cornes h m  

the excavation of an unplasterrd chultun below the a p t e  Platform at Xunantunicb 

This chuhm revealed a large number of jute (Pachychilus indionmr and g l a p h p s )  with 

unbroken spires. These faunal rexnains led Keller (1995: 103) to propose the w of the 

chamben as a storage pool for jute and blue crab whic h may have been used as a food 

source. Research by Heaiy et al. (1 990) iadicates that ". . Pochychilus clearly prefer 

shallow, swifl moving water as these are the best aerated and the most likely to be 

carrylng small food particles". The use of this Xuaantunich chultm as a storage p l  is 

therefore questionable. First, it is not clear that the chamber could have held water, even 

in the rainy season, witbout the aid of plastered walls. Howewer, if water was in the 

chamber, it would be stagnant and this does not appear to be the conditions in wbich jute 

thrive. Finally, if these h~~18 were used as a food source, it is p d n g  how they would 

be extracted fiom the chamber considering the nanowing orifice which characterize tbe 

chufm. Retrieving water from these lateral shaped c h b e r s  bas proven difficuit and 

the same can be said for the storage of crustaceans. 



Ri-mnine and Fementing 

Altemate storage related huictions such as the ripening of fimit (Miksicek 

199 1 : 80) and the brewing of maize beer @ahlio and Litzinger 1986) have alço b a n  

suggested. While f i t  will ripen in t m s ,  and tubers are best lefi in the ground, large 

quantities of pmducts may be mquired for redistribution or for participation in 

commercial markets. On this basis, it is plausible that chullmob may have provided a 

place for items to be accumulateci until they were needed This mode1 is applicable to 

those products that did not require controlled environrnents or only required short term 

use of the chulrun. As tropical trees tend to bear f i t  al1 at once, fanners may have 

picked the fniit green, deposited it in the chulim briefly where it wouid slowly ripe- 

allowing for a more controlled supply of h i t .  Altematively, the f i t  could have been 

shipped upriver wtiile green and ripened upon arrival, allowing for the possibility of a 

market-based economy during these times (Mh cek 1 99 1 : 80). 

Further interpretations which suggest chultun chambers may have been involved 

in economic activities are provided by Dahlin and Litziager (1986) who argue that 

chultmob were used as places to process and, for limited penods, to store femented 

items such as alcohol and th&. Concentrathg specifically on the distribution of 

stnictures at Tikal, Dahlin and Litzinger (1986) disputed the fhction of the smdl 

unlined, shoe-shaped chultmob which often have lateral chambers. This type of chulrun 

was associated with residential structures uiat date to the Late Preclassic and Classic 

Pmiods. The authors created an intra-site mode1 to re-interpret the spatial d is ir i ion  of 

shoe-shaped chulfunob at Tikal. A re~xarnination of data based on the intra-site mode1 



indicated that the distribution of chulnmob does not support the household storage 

hypothesis proposai by Puleston (1971)- Dahlin and LifPnger (1986:728) argued tbat tbe 

lateral-shaped chuifun was associateci with a regionai vending industry of penshable Eimi 

pmducts. The c h u h  envifornent promotes the "growth of bacteria, yeast and molds" 

and would be an ideal setting for the fermentation of rnaize beer @ahlin and Litnngw 

1986:729). The alcobtic beveragts breweâ were said to be part of the low-level market 

economy which was centered around large w b  sites wtiere fnquent civic-religious 

festivals encouraged a smail to moderate market potentid. The evidence to suppon this 

proposai stems From the non-random distribution of chitunob within sites and the 

cornmon psactice of underground storage of fermented f d  and beverages throughout 

Mesoamenca @ahlin and Litzinger l986:73O). There is a relationship between 

chulnmob and agriculture, as then is a greater fhquency of chulhmob in rurai Tikal 

where howholds were peopleû by famiers. Chuihmob are found in association with 

residential structures in areas of resaikted dtivable land While crop storage was an 

activity carried out by individual househoids. c h u l a d  appear to have been associated 

with some sort of economic activity beyond household consumpîon of staple goods. The 

authon argued that less prestigious fmilies were engagd in the economic activity of 

alcobolic beverage fmentation as a means to supply the social demands of dwhol 

consumption @ahlin and LitPnger 1986:733-734). 

The difficulty in assigning an alcohol productian M o n  to these chambers 

revoives mund the lack of storage type vessels to hold the beverage. The humid 

environment within chultmob would prnote the growth of bacteria, but due to the lack 



of artifaftuai evidence for brewùig activities, this fiuiction remains speculative at best. 

The humid environment within chulrunob has also led other mearchers to the 

notion that chambers saved as a temuscde, a sweat bouse or bath. Puleston ( 1 97 1 :326), 

Maudslay (1 883) and, later, Ricketson and Rickemn (1937) propose a sweat house 

function based on the humidity in the chambers, not because of an artifact assemblage. 

However, setting the artifact assemblage aside and invenigating the function on a spaàal 

level, chuhnob are often located near water sources and suitable rocks couid have been 

collected from the ninounding area Hence, the material required for a sweat-type 

smicture, using heated aones and water, were available. Finther, the use of a stone 

capstone would allow the steam to remain in the chamber and facilitate an effective seal. 

However, the restricted orifice and vertical entrance SM present some diKiculty wben 

new hot rocks were required because once the capstone was removed the heat would 

quickly escape. In addition to the logistical difnculties of placing hot stones within the 

chambers, the architectural design of the c h u h  deviates from dl otber sweathouse 

layouts. Ichon (1977: 203) states that "we caii dso exclude the possibility that chultzuts 

at Uaxactun and Tikal were used as sweatba tbs..." based on architecturai differences. 

One of the architecture components tbat is o f h  used to identifi a sweat bath structure is 

a bench. A Iiterature review of chuliunob revealed an example of a chamber with a 

bench. Tbe only example of such a chamber cornes h m  the site of Blacban Eddy, 

Belize (Driver and Garber 1993:3). However, the chulhm at Blackman Eddy did rmt 



reveal the second architecture component which identifies sweathouses, a water drainage 

system. It is plausible that my water placed in the chulrim would pemeate into the 

l imestone. Still, chuftunob generally lack architectural features which would support a 

sweatbath îùnctioa The use of chese chambers as temascoles does not adequately 

account for their varying morphology, nor does it allow for any interpretation of the 

artifact assemblages recovered The use of these chambers as temarcales remairis 

specuiative and unsupported at present. 

Burial Cham& 

The use of chultunob as places of human internent is the only fiinction that 

archaeologists can forward with certauity. At X-ualcanil and sites of similar size, 

chulrunob are recognued as a unique grave type which must not be confused with a 

tomb. The reason for making a distinction between tombs anâ chuliunob denves Born a 

concem that mearchers who stray from the Welsh (1988) burial typology rnisrepresent 

their data, an4 in turn, complicate the functional issue. For example, 8ccording to Chase 

and Chase (1989:55), a tomb is a "fonndly constNcted chamber in whicb an excavator 

can move fieely about". Ifone considers this defhitioq tbea any cMtm could be 

regarded as a tomb. However, simply because a chultun contains human remains does 

not automatically imply that it is a tomb. A tomb, as defined by Welsh (1988: 18), is 

an elaborate stone lined or rockat  chamber of considerable dimensions, far 
exceeding those of the corpse. Usually contaips a shafi leading down to the 
chamber, with an occasional antechamber. Height is d c i e n t  for a hiiman to 
stand, i.e. ca. 135 cms. or more Tombs may be vaulted or have vertical waUs 
with a cap. Wdls, flmr and ceiling are usually plestered d o r  painted. 



A chdtun does have a entrance shaf€, antechamber and often has sufficient height, but 

tbe walls and roof are typidly  ~mplastered and rounded. The chulrm dœs not conform 

to the definition and therefore, for clarity, archaeologists should employ the appropriate 

ternis wheo presentiiig their data In addition, Welsh (1988:17) provides a definition of a 

chultun as a "large chamber originally dug out of the soi1 andior bedrock for purposes 

other than rno rtuary...". This iaforms us that the Maya may bave used the chamber as a 

resting place for individuals but it origiaally had another function. For example, the 

excavations by Thompsoo (1 897:92) at Labna first suggested that the chamben "were 

used as ultimate depsitories for the deadn. In conrrast, ment excavations by Hunter- 

Tate (1994) at Caraco1 produced m e r  evidence that the predominant funciion of the 

chambers was hurnan internent. Her research reports the occurrence of single and 

multiple interments which were often placed on stone slab arrangements (Figure 5) .  

Although the interment may Vary in ternis of artifact assemblage and the nurnber of 

indrviduals, there is evidence to infer the use of chitunob as buriai chambers fiom the 

sites of Cahal Pech (Iannone et al. 1994; Powis 1992, 1993 ), X-ualsanil (Gray 

1997,1998), Uaxactun (Fùcketson 1925), and T M  (Puleston 1965). 

These researchen are not suggesting that chuftunob were coastnicted by the Maya 

ody for, or even specifically for, the internent of individuals. Ratber, while some 

chamben evidentl y served as places for human interment, not al1 chultunob contain 

interred humans and, therefore, the burial cbamber function is viewed as a secondary 

one. This concept of prirnary (fim use) and secondary functiom recognizes that actinty 

changed during the spen of the chdtun's use. Essentially, information and artifacts 



Figure 5 .  Plan of Chultun C60A, Caracol. 

From : Hunter-Tate 1 995 



recovered from chultm contexts rnay not represent the full anay of uses for the feahire. 

Htiztcr-Tate (1994) proposai ihat the initial creation of the Caraco1 burial chambers may 

have been a by-product of limestone mining that provided materials for the residential 

building activities and the chambers were used later for human internent Severai 

excavated chuItunob at Cahal Pech also reveal that these chambers were used for human 

interment, but the postuiated primary f'unctions incla.de water, food, or aicoholic 

beverage storage (Powis 1992:46). Changes in chulrun huiction were, 

not syncbronous on a pan-lowland d e .  For example, a chuitun originally 
excavated for food storage rnay have been used lnter (perhaps hundreds of years) 
for human intemient This multi-functiouai, or at least bi-functional, idea is 
cornmonly accepted (Ay lesworth 1993:78). 

PNnary fiuiction bas often been interpreted to be storage and subsistence related 

activities. However, the problems associateci with these interpretations, discussed at 

length above, stem fiom the lack of artifactuai evidence to support these daims. in an 

effort to confiont this problem, the anifaft assemblage of chUlrmob h m  the Upper 

Belize Valley Riva region were re-examined and compareci with the X-ual-canil sample. 

nie artifacts indicate that rihial activity, which had not been considered in the storage 

and subsistence based f'unctions, was occiirring The use of these chambers for ritual 

activities could represent a prirnary and a secondary perspective to re-examine the 

chul~mob of the Southern Maya Lowlaads. This hypothesis dœs not exclude storage or 

burial functions, rather it incorporates them both, and offen a new mems to view 

chulrwob artifact assemblages and chamber morphoiogy. 



1 and Chultunod 

Considering the association of the underworld as a place of the gods (Tedlock 

199633-34) and the "holy" world, and the fact tbat a chulrun offers restncted access 

beneath the surface, these featwes rnay have b e n  regarded as a portal to the underworld 

or Xibaltnl In order to begin to understand this type of association, the researcher m u t  

investigate the social netwotk behind the action. For example, because chultmob were 

t r t i l d  as burial c h b e r s ,  researchea couid use these types of pracûces to understand 

social organization (Cm 1995: 107). For example, the buiial h t i o n  of chultunob couid 

indicate the temporary placement of human remains as one step in a more elaborate or 

extensive rinial process. The evidence fw ritual activity in burial practices can therefore 

incorporate a broder study of social organization In pamcular, burials within the 

specific context of the chultun may represent ritual activity. The placement of human 

remains in chuîtunob could reprwent acts of ancestor veneration or, altematively, they 

may also be seen as rihial, "involving burial to ennue the successful tramfer fiorn this 

world to the next" (Welsh 19882). 

In tems of the possible fimctions of chultmob, ancestor veneration may be tied 

to the -rage capability of these stnichues, perhaps enabling tbe shon tem placement of 

surplus items to be utilized in feasts. McAnany (19953 1) offers a discussion of feastiag, 

domestic rituais, and material remains of the ancestors wbich can be applied hm. The 

presence of chuitunob at a site may provide dues as to the economic and social welfare 

of the site. This is derived from the food storage/suplus stance and it is important to 

make linkages between domestic ritual, chultwiob, and the ecunomy. The ecommic 



potential of the chambers and the suggestion that non-elite h e r s  may have engaged in 

a market ecoaomy are iaterwoven in the rinial based rnodel. The use of alcohol in 

feasting and ceremonies, and the role of the Uidividuals produchg the fermenteci goods 

couid possibly be correlated with ritual. 

Summarv 

While the funcbon of chlrhnob has generally been interpreted as utilitarian 

storage of water or food, a ceremoniaVritual use is suggested here for the chultunob of 

the Upper Belize River Valley. Through a discussion and a review of the literatllre 

conceming the fictions of water storage, long-term food storage and sweathouses, it is 

evident that these uses are highly problematic and lack a r t i f a d  evidence. Tbe ability 

of the chultun chamben to hold water, the difficulty in retrieving water, and the location 

of the chambers to other water sources d e s  this fwiction highly questionable. In terms 

of food storage, the lack of storage vessels, the humid environment and the threat of pests 

and mildew d e  out a long-term storage function The use of the chambers as a 

sweathouse is also chdlenged on the basis of architecturai plan and lack of features such 

as benchs and drainage channels. 

In contrast, the fimctions of h t  ripening, short-tenn storage and places for 

human internent, cmot be d e d  out. It is atgued that chuitmob, distributed throughout 

the Southeni Maya Lowlands, likely served a variety of functions over time. Ritual 

activity, associated with short-terni storage and human intement, is propsed as d e r  

possible function based on recent chuittmob excavations at the site of X-udcanil. 



Chapter 2 

OVERVEW OF THE BELGE VALLEY 

e U-r Belize Vallgy 

There are several sites in the Upper Belize River Valley where chulrmob have 

been investigated. The exploration of chultmob fiom the sites of Cahal Pech, 

Xunantunich and Blackman Eddy is presented here to provide a comparative background 

for the discussion of X - u d - c d  chulrmob in Chapter Three (Figure 6). There is dso an 

overview of the Upper Belize River Valley environmental m e  including a description of 

the archaeological settlement and a brief description of the state of &airs in this valley 

from the Preclassic to the Late Classic periods. There are two aims of this chapter, 1) to 

provide a comparative sample of chulrtmob in this region, and 2) to situate X-ual-canil 

in a temporal and spatial framework 

The Upper Belize River Valley, located in the Cayo District of Belize, is situated 

northwest of the Maya Mountains and the Mountain Pine Ridge. The area around the 

modem town of San Ignacio was describeci by Thompson (193 1 :224) as "rolling 

limestone countq thickly c o v e d  with tropical rain forest, averaging a heigbt between 

five and six hundred feet above sea level". The principle tributaries of this area are the 

Macal and Mopan Rivers, which merge to form the Belite River. This leads to the lower 

valley region and the alluvial planes of the W n g  Pot and Spamsb Lookout areas 

(Willey et ai. 1%5:21). Oo either side of the Mopan and M a d  Riven, Luilestone hills 

and alluvial soil, suitable for agriculture, characteriw the country. The sites of 



Figure 6 .  Map of the Belize Valley 

Map Provideci by Gyles lammne 



Xunantunich, Cahal Pech, X-ual-canil, and Blackman Eddy were built at the top of 

several of these hills. 

Xunantunich, likely a small town priot to the Late Classic period, saw a sudden 

increase in wnstniction and various stages of architectural re-modelling between AD 

700-950 (Lecount 1996: 84-93). Earlier, the acropolis of the Cahal Pech site core, 

specifical ly Plaui B, indicates an occupation date beginning in the terminai Early 

Preclassic, between 120-900 BC (Cheetham 1996: 25 ). Ekyond the site core, the 

peripheriai settlement of Zubin undenuent significant consmiction efforts between the 

Middle (650-300 BC) and Late Preclassic (3 50 BC - 3 50 AD) p e n d  (Iannone 197: 1 5). 

Also during this time and extenduig into the Late Classic (AD 700-900 ) there were 

people inhabiting the site core of Cahal Pech and groups such as Tolok (Powis 1993:97). 

hother construction effort between 600-900 AD, likely under the greater Cabal Pech 

sphere of influence, was the building of the site core at X-ual-canil (Iannone 1997: 16). 

The construction of the site core at X-uai-cariil was a late addition in the valley, 

but it is not the only example of a Late Classic building effort. Like Xuaantunich, the 

area occupied by X - m i 4 1  had b a n  inhabited by f m h g  peoples prior to the 

construction of the site cores. The role of the X-uallcanil site core and its intefaction 

with its peripheral groups will be discwed mer in Chapter 3. 



Diaut ion  of chuliunob in the Upper Belize River Vallev Remon 

1 Pech 

Powis (1999: 1-1 5 )  presents a swnmary report on the distribution and excavation 

of chulîmob iocated in the periphery of Cahal Pech (Figure 3. His hàings suggest that 

the chultunob of this site were in continuous use £tom the Middle Formative (650-350 

BC) until the Late Classic Period (AD 700-900). A total of fowteen chiutunob have been 

mapped, seven of which were excavated. The following discussion presents the findings 

fiom six of the chulrun excavations. 

Tolok Grm 

Investigations at the Tolok Group, located in the southeastem periphery of Cahal 

Pech were initiated with the aim of anmveriag questions regardhg sedement patterns, 

social groupings and population estimates in peripheml zones (Figure 8). This group, 

500 m h m  the site core, is situated on a long, narrow ridg which coasists of seventeen 

m o u d  structures, four chuitwrob, a surface midden and a possible sacbe (Powis 

1992:38, 1995456). The spatial configuration at Tolok is denned as a structure-focUSeEf 

patio cluster because the low structures are situated around two larger muctures (Powis 

1992:38). Evidence of floor replastering in several structures durhg the Late Classic 

p e n d  possibly suggests architectural modifications to accommodate an increased 

population (Powis 1992:42). The low fkquency of elite goods possibly suggests this 

penpheral group housed a residential farming cornmunity which was closely C O M - ~ ~  



Figure 7. Map of Cahai Pech and its peripheral gmups 

Map Provided by Paul Healy 



Figure 8. The Tolok Group 

From: Powis and Hohman 1995 



to the Cahal Pech site core (Powk 1992:48). 

Of the four chdtimob discovered at the Tolok Gmup, Chulirm 4 B and C were 

located domsiope fiom the southern side of the ridge. Chulrun A had been looted mi, as 

a resul~ was aot excavated On the ridge, the activity of looters dso revealed Ch& D, 

located under Structure 1 .  

Chuliun B, the first to be excavateci, exhibited h e e  lateral chamben to the east, 

west and south. The capstone for the orifice was recovered within the chamber fill, 90 

cm below the opening. The chultun exhibited no evidence of piastered walls, but there 

was a p r l y  presemed plaster flmr evident in the three chambers. The chùfm May 

have k e n  in use throughout the Late Classic period due to the recovery of vessels fiom 

the Tiger Run and Spanish Lookout phases (Powis 1992145). The chamber also revealed 

human remains, a postulated secondary internent, associated with Late Classic vessels. 

Powis ( 1 992%) believes the placement of these remains may have served as a 

termination ritual in the Late Classic. The postulatecl primary fùnction is one related to 

storage of water, food, or alcobolic beverages. The sewndary use of the chulhm as a 

burial chamber is evident, 

Chultun C, also dating to the Late Classic, was excavated in order to compare it 

to Chultun B. Uniike Chuitm B, this feature had no associated structure nOr were there 

any burials present It was located on a slope, adjacent to a surface midden, and dated to 

the Late Classic pericxi A single orifi~w, 53 cm in diameter, provided access to the two 

domed c h b e n .  The artifacts recovered h m  the chuirun including broken utilitarian 

ceramics, Lithic debitage, and a cylindncal vase with eroded hieroglyphs. These suggest 



the use of the chulrun as a place for ofTering. Their deposition "may be related to 

domestic religious activities colidwted jus& prior to the chulizut's abadonment It is 

suggested that some Iund of termination r i t d  was practiced during the Late Classic 

pend (Spanish Lookout phase) in the form of a votive offering" (Powis 1993: 104). 

Chulhin D was a lateral-shaped feature which became a midden. The use of this 

chamber as a refbe spot provided information regarding eady diet and subsistence 

(Powis et al. l999:364-376). The furiction of the chamber prior to the roof collapse and 

the subsequent midden formation is diffi~nilt to detemine. The discovery of cerarnic 

materiais, including a nearly intact JoventudRed vesse1 From a level chat existed prior to 

the intlw of midden deposit, is comparable in fimction to the vessels nom Chultm B 

and C, discussed above. Powis and Hohmann (199559) suggest that a similar terminal 

ritual practice o c c d  in C M u n  D. 

TRnic Crrpyp 

The growth of San Ignacio Town and the need for additional housing has had its 

effects on the peripheral settiement groups of Cabal Pech The use of bulldozers and 

widening of toads to a c c o m m ~  marl mining activities resulted in the destruction of 

Tzinic mounds and neçessitated the archaeological safvage of a chulrlm nearby (Iannone 

et al. 1994: 2 1 1-223). The saivage location, 35 meters southeast of the Tzinic Group, 

was impacted when two known mounàs, Structures 8 and 9, were destroyed by the 

bdldozer. In addition, Chuitun 1 had been looted. One remaining fature, Chulrm 2 

became the focus of an excavation Due to the fear of overnight looting, excavations 



were performed in one &y. 

This was a cornplex, laterd-chambered chultun which had one main chamber and 

three niche areas of differing deptbs. Plaster flwr surfàces were encomterd in 

Chamber 1 and D. Within Chamber I, the Main Chamber, the chirlrun exhibited a siIl 

feature, below the orifice, which served to facilitate entry or exit of this area (Figure 9). 

A dedicatory cache consisthg of a cerarnic vessel, dating to the Classic P e n d  was 

recovered within the sill of Level I (Vesse1 3, see Figure 10)- The remains of at lest one 

individuai were discovered in Level 1 of the Main Chamber, dong with two 

unidentifiable vessels (Vessel 1, Vessel 2). Imporiantly, it was learned that this chultun 

was in the process of k ing  looted when the caretaker of Cahal Pech confiscated and 

rehimed the two vessels to the chambers (Figures 1 1 and 12) As a result, the original 

location of these vesseis is unclear. 

Additional human temains, recovered from Chamber U, may indicate a second 

bun-al. However, because of k i r  p o r  preservation they wuld not be separate. with 

certainty fiom the remains found in Chamber 1. Chamber HI, was devoid of cultural 

remains or a plaster floor, indicating it was a true niche. Dw to time coflstfaints, 

Chamber IV was not excavated becaw it did not appear to have any cultural remains. 

The only c h b e r  that bad a second level was the Main Chamber. Dunng 

excavation of this level the original plaster floor was revealed. As with the first level, a 

dedicatory cache was located within the sill. This cache wnsisted of an unidenatied 

vessel and two modified conch artifacts (Figure 13). The unidentifiable vessels 6rom this 

chuifun are iatriguing and may in&d be "specialm deposits (Figure 14). The occurrence 



Figure 9. Top Plan of Level 1, Chziitun 2, Tzinic Group, Cahal Pech 

From: Iannone et al. (1 994:î 15) 



Figure 10. Vesse1 3 fiom Chultun 2, Tzinic Gmup, Cahal Pech 

From: Iannone et al. (l994:2 19) 



Figure 1 1. Vesse1 2 from Chultun 2, Tzinic Group, Cahal Pech 

From: Iannone et al. (1 9942 16) 



Figure 12. Vesse1 1 from Chultun 2, TPnic Group, Cahal Pech 

From: Iannone et al. (19942 17) 



Figure 13. Vesse14 fiom Chultun 2, Tzinic Group, Cahal Pech 

Frorn: Iannone et al, 1994 



Figure 14. Top Plan of Lmel2, Chultun 2, Tzinic Gmup, Cahal Pech 

From: iannone et al. 1994 



of a dedicatory cache in both levels of the siIl is an interesting find and raises more 

questions about chuitun W o n  

In terms of an overall function of this chultun, no conclusions were drawn 

Recognizing that function can change over the, al1 !hat ~ u l d  be said was that the naal 

function of this chultun was as a burial chamber (Ianwne et al. l994:2 14,2 1 8). Because 

of the salvage nature of excavations and the destniction of the associated mouads, it will 

never be known how this a m  compared to the other peripheral groups at the site. As 

there were two chuitmob and two structures in this peripheral group, this could confonn 

to the one chulrwr per structure ratio, which Powis (1999:4) identifies for other areas of 

Cahal Pech 

Subin Group 

Two chultunob were excavated at the peripherai group of Zubin (Figure 15). 

These were the ody two chulrmob observed h m  Zubin and both of these features 

provide new insights into the range of locations, morphology and functions of these 

c h b e r s .  The firn chdtm excavateci, Chulim 1, appears to have sewed a water storage 

fûnction. The second chuittm, beneath Structure El 2, offers an musual morphology. 

Iannone ( 1994:9&105) excavaîed a solitary lateral-shaped chulnm, 85 m east of 

Stnicture Al .  This feature exhibited a unique trough on the northwest portion of the 

orifice (Figure 16). The capstone for the 70 cm orifice was recovered withia the 

chamber. The chufrun exhiiitcd t h e  levels which reveaied ceramic sherds dating to the 

Spanish h k o u t  phase of the Late Classic Period (700-875 AD). It is s d s e d  that the 



Figure 15. Map of Zubin Group, Cahal Pech 

Provided by Gyles Tannone 



Figure 16. Chuitun 1, Zubin Group, C M  Pech 

From: Iamone 1994 



capstone was in place vmile Level3 fomed As a result, Levei 1 and Level2 debris end 

artifacts are regarded as intrusive. Tbere were three mal1 niches noted in the southwest 

corner of the charnber. None of these produced artifacts. Cetamic artifacts recovered 

below the collapsed capstone, however, are comidered to represent termination rituais. 

These artifacts suggest that by the end of the Spanish Lookout period, this chuitun was 

abandoned (lannooe 1994: 104). The suggested fimction of the c h b e r  prior to its 

abandonment, is one of water catchment. 

Unlike the other pups  fiom the Cahal Pecb periphery, the inbabitants of Zubin 

did not have the same accesç to water sources. The location of the chulrun on a slope, 

and a trou& leading into the chamber, ïmply a water collection sttategy. The capstone 

would not prevent water fiom entenng the charnber. Rather it would resvict unwanted 

larger materials fiom washuig in 

During the last days of investigations at Zubin, a lateral shaped chultun was 

discovered beneath Stnicnue E 1 2 in the Ek-pcry Grou p. Chri stensen ( 1 995 : 1 25- 1 30) was 

unable to excavate this feanire but she does provide a detailed map and description. 

Upon initial discovery of the chdtm, the capstone was found wedged in the entrance 

shafl (Figure 17). As such, not only were the contents of this feature sealed by the 

Structure E12, but the capstone was roughly inma as well. No artifam were visible 

when the chulrun was accessed and time did not allow for excavations to be undertaken. 

The Structure El2 chultwz consistecl of a centrai antechamber wbich had five 

chamben radiating fiom it (Figure 18). None of chamben showed evidence of plastered 

walis, but they did exhiiit sills whicb separated them fiom the antechber. There was 



From: Christensen 1995 



Figure 1 8. Top Plan of Chuitun 2, Zubin Group, Cahal Pech. 

From: Christensen 1995 



great care taken to create this chulrun and the S chambers and m e r  effort was takm to 

build Structure E12. The question is, why w d d  the chuftm be conceaied by an 

overlaying structure? Chnstensen (1 995: 129) makes reference to the ceremonid roie of 

chullzuz when she explains that it may have serveci as a container of sorts for evil spirits 

(see Hanks 1990 in Friedel et al. 1993: 1 3 1). 

e Cahal P a  %q& 

Aylesworth (1993) and Powis (1999) provide useful summaries of the chulrunob 

fiom Cahai Pech and its peripheral groups. in general, the use of chulrmob for rinial 

activity is a fùnction which appean frequently at Cahal Pech. Using this site as an 

example, Aylesworth (1993:78) challenges the wumpcion that dl chulrunob in the 

Southem Maya Lowlands were used for the same purpose. He believes that these 

functions changed through the span of the chultzin's history, resulting in prirnary and 

Spatial di*bution of 14 chulrunob reveals their common location to be on top of 

holls or welldrained terrain, althougb two were located beneath structures (Chuitwz D, 

Tolok and the E 1 2 Chuif un, Zubin). In most cases, the distribution of chultunob also 

indicates proximity to water sources and structures. Al1 chuliunob excavated were 

entered through a single, restricted orifice leading into chambers with unplastered walls. 

Chultun morphology Mnes in the number and size of chambers; the presence or absence 

of a sill; the creation of Nches; and the use of plaster on f'laoring surfaces. in general, 

there are no culturd levels noted in any chbers .  Excavation of the chambers often 



results in the assignment of two, possibly three levels, which are based on changes in 

ma& fiom humus to fill. Within this matrix, utilitarian and non-utilitariaa ceramic 

artifam were used as the main source of dating, indicating the prevalence of Late Classic 

matenais. The chuittmob of Cahal Pech, spread mer a two kilometre radius, provide 

inîriguing data on chultun distniution over time and space (Powis 1999). To summarize, 

the research from Cahal Pech indicates that chulrlmob are associateci with peripheral 

settlements, exhibit morphological variation, and were utilized for human burials, storage 

and rinial activities. 

Several tesearchers have investigated chuliunob in the periphery and site core of 

this important valley centre. As this chapter is mving to formuiate a comparative data 

set to analyse the chuitunob fkom the periphery of X-ual-canil, discussion of the features 

fiom Xunantunich will begin in the periphery and Iead to those investigated ia the site 

core (Figure 19). 

Ln the Xunantunich periphery, the transect survey work of Yaeger and Comell 

(1993: 186) located five sites tbat iacluded chulrunob. The presence of mounds was the 

deterrnining factor in the designation of sites (Yaeger and Conne11 1993: 180). Seven 

chultunob were included in their survey but were not excavated nor is there any 

description of chamber morphology. Site T'/Al-30 was a patio cluster with a single 

chuliun anci an aguada (Figure 20). The function of tbe chuftun at this site is attributed 

to household food storage. A second site, refened to as the Succotz Mound, reveaied two 



Figure 19. Xunanhinich Survey Area. (sites discussed are indicated with dark triangles) 

From: Robin 1996 



Figure 20. Site T/A 1-30 h m  the Xunantunich Periphery. 

' 

h m :  Yeager and Corn11 1993 



(Yaeger and Comell 1993:187). On a hillslope east of this area there was a chultun 

located at the end of a bedrock channel. in this case, the feature appears to serve in a 

water catchment capacity as it is located at the end of the rnodified channel and water 

could easily be washed in (Figure 21). 

The functions of these chulrunob are based on speculations by Yeager and 

Connell, not on a r t i f a d  data ftom the chambers. II ts unclwu if these authors aaually 

entered the chambers or designated the function of these chltunob besed on surface 

observations. However, the location of the chultunob provide information about spatial 

distribution in the Xunantunich periphery. Their h i b p  locations, associations with 

patio groups, pyramidal structures and an agua& is similar to patterns seen at other 

Upper Belize River Valley sites. 

Ghzas!& 

Further reçearch of chulrunob was conducted at Chaa Creek The first chuIfun, 

Operation 180, was a salage operation due to bulldozing wtivity. Conne11 (1995:206) 

posits that the chulrun capstone was intact* sealing the chamber and preventing debris 

from w a s h g  in. A specid deposit was corrtaineû withia the bell-sbaped chamber and 

this consisted of broken jars and a camplete aipod vessei which wen dated to the Late 

Classic II (AD 670-780) perioâ Three jar rims with necks were recovered, each with a 

triangular body sherd placed on the jar as ". . . if each jar was rïtually dismantled, stacked 

on top of one another* put inside a tnpod vessel, and the whole offeiing placed in the 

chuitun below the floor" (Connell 1995206). 



Figure 2 1. Map of Site T/AM fiom the Xunanmich Penphery 

Frorn: Yeager and Connell 1993 



xiiuGam 

The notion of offerings within a chuttun is also seen at the the Yax Caan chufiun. 

This featue, excavated in 1999, is located near Green Haven Lodge, which is accessed 

fiom the modem road to Chaa Creek Cottages. The Western Belire Regional Cave 

Project (WBRCP) initiated a salvage operation of this single chambered fature (Griffith 

et al. 2000). A total of 2 1 Fragmentary and whole ceramic vessels, dating fiom the Late 

Classic to Ternuial Classic (AD 750-9ûû), were recovered including 12 o l h ,  5 bobos, 3 

tnpod dishes, and 1 cup. While this assemblage i s  dominated by oilus, only one 

complete d u  was encountered, and this possessed a kill-hole. The remalliing 1 1 olim 

were incomplete, with only the jar neck portions recovered. Although the assemblage is 

predominately utilitarian, the inverted and terminated state of the cemics leads the 

authon to suggest the placement of the ceramicç in an oval pattern as indicative of rihial 

practices. 

Within the chamber there was also an est-west floot depression dong the 

southem wall which measufed 140 cm in length by 20 to 40 cm in width. Vessels were 

placed around this depression and it is plausible that this a m  was constnicted for the 

placement of human remains. At the time of the investigations, the depression held no 

human remains, and none were recovered through excavation. Therefore, ased on the 

material recovered from this chamber, burial and storage fuacfions were net supported 

Rather, the placement of ceramic artifacts suggests they were part of a rinial offenng, 

possibly a dedicatory act. 



GhmwbL 

Another region of the Xunanninich periphery which was investigated was a 

nansect tbat ran southwest from the site core. The work conduaed by Robin (1996) 

mapped 5 chulrm-like features, 3 of which were excavatrd These occmed in the Chan 

Noohol and Dos Chombitos CWin comrnunities (Figure 22). Six isolated mound sites 

were mapped at Chan Noohol. The northeastern site, designateci T/A1-071, revealed one 

chultun near a waterhole (Figure 23). This chult un, refend to as C 1, was classified as 

Suboperation 224D. The feature, originally described as a single mouth chulrm, was 

later discovered to be a double rnouthed feature comprised of a western chamber with a 

north and south lobe, and an eastem chamber with a single lobe (Robin 1996: 16 1 - 162). 

There was a tunnel which offered access fiom the northem lobe (in the western chmber) 

to the eastem chamber. This passageway was blocked at the eastem chamber by a 

number of limesione blocks. It is unclear whether ths blockage was present throughout 

the chulrun's use, or if it was constNcted at a later date. Material recovered From the 

chufiun, including numerous ceramic artifacts, suggests Late Classic 1 and Late Classic 

11 (AD 670-780) dates for the use of the chultun, and perhaps continuai use through these 

periods (Figure 24). The stratigraphie placement of Late Classic 1 ceramic materials 

below Late Classic II (AD 670-780) examples may imply that the chamben were used 

throughout those time periods. Robin (19%: 162) interprets the ceramic artifacts as 

constituting primary deposits, but offers w explanation for their placement in the chrrlrm 

environment. Since this feature was located near a watethole, thai these cbambers and 

the arti facts accurnulated in them were part of ritual activities. 
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Figure 22. Survey Transect fiom the Xunanninich site core 

From Robin 1996 



Figure 23. The Chan Noohol Cornmunity in the periphery of Xunantunich 

From Robin 1996 
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Figure 24. Ceramics recovered h m  Chultun 1, T'/Al-71 

From Robin 1996 



As Robin (1996: 154) notes, "waterholes can hold ritual and symbolic meaning for a 

group, as focal landmarks, integrating communities and representing the ancestraf 

founding of a place". The notion of chultunob as part of ritual activities will be 

expmded in Chapter 4. 

Dos Chomb itos Cik 'in 

At Dos Chombitos Csk 'in community there are two sites, T/A 1 - 1 52 and T/A 1 - 
1 53. A sascabmal, three chuliunob, and a mal1 waterhole were the features discovered 

at these sites (Figure 25). Chultun 1 (C 1), 3 1 m south of Mound 1 at the site of T/A 1 - 
152, has ken re-interpreted as a sarcribera. In addition, Chuftm 2 (C2), east of Moud 

1, was rnapped and Chultun 3, West of Moud 2, was uncovered in Suboperation 244F 

(Robin 1996: 165- 166). The orifice of this latter chulrrm was conceaied by a lense of soil, 

refuse and overlaying fil1 fiom Mound 1. Sixty centimetres of the chultw fiIl were 

excavated and ceramic amlysis provides rnixed &tes, extending back into Reclassic 

times (Robin 1996: 169). Due to time constraints this chultm was not excavated beyond 

the 60 cm soi1 sample. As a result, the morphology of this chamber aad the potential 

artifact assemblage are not available. However, its proximity to the waterhole and the 

mounds is informative. 

At site T/Al-153, a single chultun (Cl) was located between Mound 1 and 

- 

I 

Accordbg to Robin (1 996: 166,172) a s a s d e n ?  is a "subtraEtin featirre formed dmx@ the e x d m  of 
sascab*. Ir is uncIear why Robin is xnakmg the distinction between d r u h  and sascabem because iî is 
proposed that mcm, ifmt aii, chihm were p i m d y  excavated by the Maya for sascab and tater ualized fbr 
other fimctioris. 



Figure 25. Map of Dos Chombitos Cik'in 

Frorn: Robin 1996 



Mound 2. The investigation of  this feature, Suboperation 224C, revealed ceramic 

ariifacts including rims fkom five jars which date to the Late Classic 1 and Late Classic 

II1> (AD 780-890) pends. Interestingly, body sherds for these jars were not recovered 

(Figure 26, Figure 27). As the orifice of the duai lobed chultun was exposed, the 

possibility that the artifacts had been moved from their original placement was a concem. 

The recovery of a single human tooth, thought to be result of a dishubed or removed 

hurnan burial, was regarded as evidence of the possible distuhance in the chulruns' past 

(Robin 1996: 168). 

In generai, the chulrunob investigated and mapped in the periphery of 

Xunantunich reveal numerous complete or nearly complete vessels which date to the 

Late Classic. Not al1 chulrunob were assigneci fûnctions by the researchee, but the 

dominant uses proposed relate to the storage of food for domestic or ritual use. 

Arguably, there is a pattern to the location of chuftun, or at least those chuftunob 

discussed above. Thete is a tendency for chuitunob to be located on sloped areas or on 

hilltops, in association with mounds and waterholes. While this maybe the result of the 

sweying strategis, this pattern was also seen at the site of Cahal Pech. The discovery 

of chultunob in close association, in some cases below or abuning structures or plaza 

floon, as was the case for Suboperation 244F, is also evident at Tolok, Zubin and in the 

Xunanhuiich site core at Groups A and D. 



Figure 26. Ceramics corn Chultun 1, T'/AL 153, Dos Chombitos Cik'in 

From Robin 1996 



Figure 27. Ceramics from Chulrun 1, TIAI-153, Dos Chombitos Cik'in 

From: Robin 14 96 



e X u n a n t u n t a  

Moving fiom the Xunaahuiich periphery, Mackie (1985: 89-90) describes the 

excavation of a undergound chamber "beside the mil from the rivef2. The chamber 

was investigated in the 1959-1 960 field season, and although the exact location of this 

chultun is not provideci, its investigation provides useful information. A single, 

unplastered chamber, circular in plan and dorne-shaped, was entered through a circuiar 

opening (76 cm in diameter). There was no evidence of deliberate construction aromd 

the chultw orifice. Once accessed, the chamber, measuring 1 -63 m deep and 1 -57 m 

wide, contained a level floor " of hard packed earth several inches thick which lay on the 

sloping surface of the underlying rock" ((Mackie 1985:90). Ninety-one cm of debris lay 

in the chamber witb 3 1 cm of this containing faunal rernains and ceramic sherds. Also 

recovered in ths debris were Fragments of a date disk which was suggested as the 

rernains of the chulrun lid. If these date fragments were indeed the capstone, this 

chultun is unique in this fashion. 

Since this iid was recovered at the top of the debris layer, the chamber was likely 

used as refuse dump when the lid was srill in use. This fùncti'on 1s proposed as t h e  was 

"no indication that any whole vessels had k e n  broken in situ" (Mackie 1985:90). The 

refuse dump appeii  io 'm ik secondary furiction, while the primary function relates ta 



forrn of water catchment device around the orifice. a funne1 of plaster or rock, was 

observed. The beaten earthen floor within the chamber was taken as evidence that it 

provided a level surface for objects to stand on. There were.however, no whole ceramic 

vessels recovered which wouid support this postuleteci fundon. Rather, ceramic analysis 

was not performed as the collection was misplaceci and no temporal or stylistic d y s i s  

of the ceramics was possible. In addition, no description of the recovered animai bones 

was provided. 

Aithough the artifactual and faunai evidence fkom this chultun is lacking, it does 

present an interesting addition to this study of chultunob. This is the case of an 

unplastered chamber with a possible date capstone. The chultun was located on a 

limestone hill, near the Mopan River. Therefore, the water storage function of the 

chamber was mled out by the investigiton and the suggested fûnctions, a refuse pit and 

cellar, are interpretations which lack a r t i f m l  evidence. However, as this discussion 

moves into the site core, excavated chuftmob here produced artifactual evidence for 

their w ( s ) .  

LkQUQ 

Excavations conducteci in Group D at Xunantunich, a nonroyal elite residential 

corporate group, revealed two chultmob (Braswell 1992,1993,1994). Group D has k e n  

identified as a "groupf~~ussed patio cluster" (after Ashmore 1981) which was occupied 

as early as the Formative period, and into the Early and Late Classic periods (Braswell 

199258). Chultm 1, located near the north west corner of the main platform in Group 



D, was excavated in the 1992 and 1993 field seasons. Chufiun 2, located offthe 

southeast corner of Structure D15, was not excavated, but its proximity and inclusion in 

th group are noted (Figure 28). The excavation of Chultun 1, and its proposed function 

provide further evidence of chultun variability at Xunantunich. 

Chultun 1 displayed two orifices aligned at a 75 degree angle. These rneasured 

approximateiy 45 cm in diameter. Once accesseâ, the chultlm revealed a single domed 

chamber with three niches (in the western area) and 5 distinct layen of debris (Braswell 

19%: 64-65) A total of five individuals were recovered from the chdtun over the two 

field seasons. The fim grave was uncovered at the base of the main chamber, under the 

fourth stratum. This was a dual internent which was piaced in a circuiar arrangement of 

stones. Braswell(1992:67) provides the following description of this interment., 

The burial consisted of the pnmary intermene of two individuals, both adult 
males, and both extendeci. Individuals [sic] 1 was more robust than individual 2. 
Individuai 1 was face-down witb his head to the W, on top of Individual 2 which 
was face-up with his head to the E. Each was associated with a ~ i e  carapace at 
the torso, both in the same position relative to the spine and pelvis, ie in front of 
the pelvis, facing out, away from the body in front of the spine. 

These tortoise shells were not recovered intact but, due to the perforation on the inside, 

were likely suspended omarnents. niese were the only artifacts associated with the 

burial. In con- the two individuals recovered during 1993 excavations possessed no 

burial goods. However, the use of a circular arrangement of stones to demaruite the 

buri'al area, similar to the anangement of the dual intennent, was uacovered in the 

northeast quadrant of the chamber. 

In the other parts of the chulrun, specifically the aiches, birman rem& were also 



Figure 28. Group D, Xtmantunich 

From: Keller 1993 



recovered. In addition, the morphology this chultm and its niches exhibit is worth 

noting. The largest niche, refend to as the southernmost, rneasured 103 cm deep, 80 cm 

wide and 100 cm high. Within this axa, small bones, likely fkom the duai internent, 

were recovered A third burial in the western niche was within in a concrete-like 

material. and lay directly above the head of Individual 1. The burial in the main chamber 

and this western niche were separated by 16 cm of Stratum D (soft white powdered 

limestone below gravel). Based on the size of the recovered teeth and bones, the 

individual is classified as an adult The northem niche was a rectangular shaped space 

that was set into a rounded-rectangle recess. The fint mess was 64 cm wide, 15 cm 

deep and 30-39 cm hi&. Within this space, there was a rectanguiar niche 30 cm wide, 

30 cm deep and 28 cm tail (Braswell 1992:65). 

Excavations conducted in Chultun 1 reveal the use of the chamber and niches as 

burial places. There are no other indications that the chulm was used for other purposes 

and, as a result, this chultm may have been excavated by the Maya as a specially- 

prepared tomb (Brasweli 1992: 67-68; 1993:79). Although five individuals were 

recovered, it is the dual interment which provides the most information. These 

individuals were placed on the floor of the chamber, within a group of stones and 

covered with a specially-prepafed white limestone matenal. In temis of dating, a few 

ceramics fiom the Terminai Classic were recovered from the dud interment area. Sherds 

from various time penods, Proto-Classic to Late Classic, were in the upper strata and this 

suggests that the chultun was prepared, the bodies interred, and then the chamber was 

filled up carefully with earth scrapped fiom the surface of the p u p  (Braswell 1992:67). 



The care taken in the preparation of the are* the placement of the tortoise oniaments, 

and the individuals' robustness, suggest that these two individuais were elite residents of 

Group D (Braswell 1992:68). in a general sense, the symbolic importance of the chulrun 

as a burial place seems to be emphasized by its location to the north side stairway at the 

top of the sacbe, across fiom Slelo 12 (Braswell 1993 :79). 

mW3 

Sacbe 1 ,  an intrasite causeway, provided a phy sical link between Group D and 

Group A (Keller 1995:86). At the ends of the sacbe uncarved stelae were erected, with 

Steh 12 in Group D, and Steiu 5 in Group A. Approximately 60 m north of the Group A 

socbe terminus, a chuifun was discovered near the Zapote Platform (Figure 29). This 

feature exhibited four unplasterd chambers and was accessed through a onfice 70 cm in 

diameter. There was a central chamber directly below the orifice and three chamben to 

the north, east and south. The north and the east chamben displayed low sills which 

separated these areas from the central chamber. Storage of food is the suggested fiinction 

of these small side chambers. in addition, circuiar arrangements of cobbles in the north 

and east chambers are hypothesized as resting spots for round bottomed containers, 

despite the lack of any in situ storage vessels (Figure 30). 

However, there were artifàcts recovered fiom the chulm which are believed to 

constitute a ceremonid deposit, possibly relabng to the termination of  the storage 

hnction of the chambers. These artihcts included a complete cacao pot, an obsidian 

blade h m  the eastem chamber, the broken capstone, and several broken vessels fiom 



Figure 29. Map of Xuanninich 

Adapted fiom: Keller 1993 



Figure 30. Cobble Arrangement fiom the Zapote Chultun, Xuantunich 

From: Keller 1993 



the central chamber (Figure 3 1). 

Keller ( 1995: 103) proposes that the chultun continued to be utiliseci by the Maya 

af€er these materiais were deposited. The proposed hction, &er the capstone 

collapsed, was as a chamber for a storage pool ofjute and blue crab. These may have 

serveci as a food sources which were harvested from this pool. The evidence to support 

her suggestion is derived h m  the unusually large number of complete jute shells 

recovered. While Aylesworth (1993:86) argues that chrrltmob of the Southem Lowlands 

are not conducive to water storage, Keller (1995: 103) suggests this chufiun could have 

pooled water and served as a jute and blue cnb  storage chamber. As there is no 

discussion of the chambers ability to hold water, perhaps this hypothesis is a feasible 

suggestion during the rainy season only. A second possible explanation for the large 

numben of shells being recovered is that the chamber served as a refuse pit afler a feast 

as the meat may be removed without breaking the spire (Gyles iannone, persona1 

communication, 1999). Aithough the explanation of the jute and crab remains is 

debatable, the inclusion of the "ceremorial depositn and the arrangement of stones 

indicates the possibility of shifting functions for c h u l ~ b .  

This chuitun also represents a feature which was excavated below the public 

space of the Chaaca Patio. This chuifun predates the patio construction, offers the 

earliest evidence of construction prior to the Late Classic 1 phase at Xunantunich, and 

appears to have no associated structure (Keller 19%: 102,104). 



Figure 3 1 : Ceremonial Deposit fiom the Zapote Chuitun, Xuuantunic h 

From: Keller 1993 



mshmwY 
Research by the Belize Archaeological Project has investigated the mail 

ceremonial sites of Blackman Eddy, Ontario Village and Fioral Park ( Garber et al. 1993; 

Giassman et al. 1993). Thus far, their investigations have k e n  concentrateù on 

excavations in Plaza A and B at Blackman Eddy, a possible ballcourt structure at Ontario 

Village and the excavations of Structure 1A from Floral Park. In the 1993 Field Season, a 

single orifice chultm was located at Blackmann Eddy in the southwest corner of 

Structure 3A. Structure 3A is the northem building in a small pZazueia group refemd to 

as Group 3. This group, 700 m West of the site core, appean to have undergone two 

separate building phases during the Late Classic pend. Driver and Garber (1993: 5 )  

posit that the hilltop location and the labour investment in this group suggests occupation 

by peoples of a middle-class or lower elite status. 

The chultun reveaied an orifice 90 cm in diameter which Ied into an entrance 

chamber 1.5 m in diarneter and 1.1 m deep (Figure 32). It was noted that much rnaterial 

had exfoliated fiom the walls and, therefore, the chamber was larger than it had been in 

antiquity. This exfoliation may also have destroyed any plaster lining. The capstone was 

recovered on the floor of the entrance chamber. The s k e  and shape of the capstone 

suggest that orifice may have k e n  smaller, and possibly rectangular, if this was an 

example of a fitted capstone. 

Once the shafl was accessed, the chuifun offered access to a large niche in the 

east, a small chamber to the northwest and a main chamber to the south. There was a 35 

cm si11 separating the entrance chamber nom the large southem chamber (Figure 33). 



Figure 32. Top Plan of Chulm 1 from Group 3, Blachm Eddy 

From: Driver and Garber 1995 





Two cut done steps, set into plaster, served as a stairway to provide access into the 

oblong shaped southem chamber. Against the north wal!, there was a low, Lshaped 

bench. A srnall excavation trench was set into the bench, but no diagnostic sherds 

revealing its construction date were recovered. 

As the capstone for the orifice was located directly above the floor of the entrance 

chamber, the bench was the oniy area where the primary context of the chuliun could be 

assured. Since no ceramic remains from the bench could provide solid chronological 

evidence, an assumed Late Classic construction date was proposed. 

Summarv 

A review of ten chultunob fiom three sites, Cahal Pech, Xunantunich and 

Blackmann Eddy is presented as a comparative sarnple. The excavation of these 

chultunob fiom the Upper Belize River Valley region iliumtes an ancient labour 

investrnent which is comparable to some of the surrounding above ground architecture. 

While not al1 chullunob discussed here fit into a distribution pattern, there is a tendency 

for the chultunob to be located on natural or modified hilltops and siopes, near structures 

in pkue la  andfor patio groups. They are oBen associated with natural streams, nven, 

waterholes, as well as modified areas like reservoirs. Although there are cases where 

chultunob are located beneath or directly adjacent to large structures, these prove to be 

exceptions rather than the nom. 

The most stnking variation cornes when charnber morphology is examineci. 

W ithin the small sample of c h u h o b  discussed here there is a wide range of chamber 



morphologies. There are various examples of lateral shaped chulttmob, such as those 

fiom Tolok group, and there are numerous examples of multi-lobed chambers, such as 

those h m  Group D at Xunantunich, Ek-pay at Z u b i ~  and Blackmann Eddy. 

The range of postulated fiinctions for the Upper Belize River Valley chuItmob is 

comparable to the list provided in Chapter 1 .  However, unlike sites such as Tikal which 

only provide chultun comts, the sites in the Belize Valley provide artifactual data to 

support their distribution and suggested functions. For exarnple, excavation of chultmob 

From the periphery of Cahal Pech indicates their use as burial chambers and water 

catchment areas. In addition, the presence of ceramic remains on the chultunob floon are 

viewed as examples of dedicatory and temination rituais associated with the 

abandonment of the chambers. These du.1 and burial activities were also occurring at 

Xunantunich, in both the site core and the periphery. Here there are also examples of 

chultmob with dud orifices, which is not the predominant pattern at the sites of Cahal 

Pech and Blachan Eddy. What is clear is that the funaion of chulfunob likely changed 

over time and possibly even differed from site to site within the same region. 



Chapter 3 

EXCAVATION OF CHULTUNOB R O M  X-UAL-CANIL 

This chapter provides an overview of the site of X-ual-canil including the 

discovery of the site, a descripbion of investigations in the site core as well as a 

discussion of the peripherd regions. The chapter focusses on the three season study of 

chultmob, including an oveMew of the excavation methods, the levels encountered and 

the burials and artifacts recovered. The variability in chamber morphology, chdiun 

location and artifact assemblages are also presented as a means to illustrate how this 

small sarnple can provide new insights into chultm use in the Upper Belize River Valley 

region. 

During the 1996 - 1998 field seasons, four chulfunob were excavated in the 

periphery of the ancient Maya site of X-ua1-canil in the Cayo District of Belize (Figure 

34). niese excavations, by the author, project staff and students, were cooducted under 

the auspices of the Social Archaeology Research Program (S.A.RP. ) which operates a 

Trent University field school. The prirnary goal of the S.A.RP. research at X-uai-canil 

was "to investigate rural complexity, and middle level settlement, as a means to provide 

more inclusive rnodels for ancien? Maya sacial organization" (Iannone 1996:2). The 



Figure 34. Map of X-ual-canil 

Map provided by Gyles Iannone 



research plan involved the reconnaissance, mapping and excavation of structures in the 

site core, as well as structures, terraces and features in the peripherai regions. The 

excavation of features, such as chUIImob, providecl a means to investigate peripheral 

activities and aided in establishg a chronology of occupation at X-dcon i l .  

Of direct concern to this thesis, the study of chulhmob was designed to address 

the following three questions; 1 ) What was the fiuiction(s) of these feahires? 2)Was there 

a pattern to the construction, morphology and use of the chulnmob at this site? 3)What 

can X-ualtanil chuliunob tell us about the use(s) of these chambers in the Southeni 

Maya Lowlands? The excavations not only generated responses to these questions, but 

also permitted cornparisons to previously excavated chambers at other Belize Valley sites 

and allowed for the exploration of chultunob fonn and function on a micro-regional scale 

( see Gray 1 997; Iannone 1 997). In general, the c h u h o b  of X-ualcanil and other Belize 

Valley sites offer an interesting study in van-ability because the chamben were in use at 

different times and the range of recovered artifacts attests to their functiond variation. 

Site R a c M  

X-ual-canil is a medium SM site which is situated on a hi& ridge on the 

eastern side of the Macal River, approxirnately 3 kilometres Born the larger site of Cahal 

Pech (Iannone 1998:4). The initial refereace to X-wi lani l  was made by Willey et al. 

( 1965) but, the site had been visited prior to this by AH.Andenoa, L. Satterthwaite and 

W.R. and M.D. Cw. None of these amhaeologists appear to have spent much time at the 

site, beyond doing a visual snidy of the site core. The site, then called Cayo Y, was 



described as ". . .a srnall ceremonial min. . ." which had ". . at least one pl- surrounded 

by four long buildings. One and probably two of these had vaulted rooms. No temple 

pyramid was evident in the group we examineci" (Willey et ai. 1969313). 

S ince these initial explorations, the Belize Department of Archaeology has 

renamed the site X-ual-canil, a Yucatec Maya word for fly-bmh, a plant wwhich 

predominates the site (Iannone 1996:9). J. Awe, who was conducting research at Cahal 

Pech, alço visited X-ual-canil and urged the govemment to investigated the site M e r .  

He felt the site provided the ided opportunity to investigate the middle strata of Maya 

social organization. A research plan for the site was initiated by G. Iannone to evaluate 

and compare social relations in the Upper Belize Valley (Iannone 1997%) 

The fint systematic investigation of the X-ual-canil site core began in the swnmer 

of 1995. with rnapping of the site core and surrounding features (Iannone l998:6). It was 

evident that the site encompssed more stnictures than had previously ben reported. in 

1996, S.A.R.P.'s investigations of X-ual-canil concentrateci on the site core with 

excavation units king placed in the ballwurt (Ferguson 1 W6), and the Nohol Nab 

(Stemp et al. 19961, and Te Tun Na (Schwake 1996) Groups (Figure 35). Ia the 

penphery, the reservoirs and drainage channel were explored and mapped and several 

additional groups of structures were discovered One group, the Choj Group revealed a 

chulrun, which was excavated near the end of the seisoa, 

Research in the 1997 field season involved a continuation of the site core 

excavations (see Ferguson 1997; Schwake 1997) , as well as Schwake's (1999) 

investigations almg the LahloUi Socbe (a Maya word for "white road") and in the Zuhq 
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Figure 35. Map of the X - u a l d l  site core 

Map provided by Gyles Iannone 



Ha reservoir. Explorations of the periphery expanded and included the excavation of the 

Cuidado Group (Pnnce 1998), and an adjacent pottexy midden (Killpack 1997). This 

season al so saw the investigation of agriculturaI terraces, sol itary momds (Ki11 pac k 

1997) and a srnail, solitary chultun (Gray 1997). 

In the final (1998) field season, quai attention was devoted to the site core and 

peripheral areas. In the site c m ,  Nohol Nat! (Seikrt 1998) and Xarnan Nab (Schwake 

and Seibert 1998) research continued, while the Gran Maestro Group (Pnnce 1998), 

including Chuifun 4, ChuItm 3 (Gray 1998) and nurnerous terraces (Killpack 1998), were 

excavated in the periphery. 

The completion of these excavations at X-ual-canil has demonstrated that the site 

functioned differently from the ceremonid-type ruin initially suggested by Wiiley et al. 

( 1965). Ceremonial and ritual activity occurred in the site core, within the ballcowt, 

along the Lahkin Socbe and at the Te Tun Na Group (see Ferguson 1996,1997; Schwake 

1999). These site core activities were rituaily associated with the modified drainage 

system taking water from higher elevations of the site to the fertile lands below. 

However, the prirnary fùnction ofthe site was not ceremonid. Rather, X - u d d l  serves 

as an example of microregional poli tical and economic specialization. S peci fical ly , the 

site appean to have fundoneci as an administrative base for the surrounding agricuitural 

activity (Tanome 1998:20 ). The length of time which the site served this purpose was 

limited. The site did not exhibit indications of long-term settlement or wntrol over the 

activities conducted at the base of the hill. Rather, excavations of the site core revealed 

that the buildings were erected during the Late Classic Period (AD 675-875) in one 



construction phase. Ln controst, occupation in the paiphery occuned, in some cases, 

during the Eatly Classic (AD 250400) and continued into Late Classic times. It is felt 

that there was a small disperseci population of farming people in the peripheral regions 

before the site core of X-ual-canil was constnicted. The population in the periphery is of 

particular interest to this thesis as their construction efforts included chultunob. 

D i n g  the three seasons of field work discussed above, a total of four chuitunob 

were excavated. Chultun 1 ,  situated below a plaza floor in the Choj Group, was 

approximately one kilornetre west of the site core. Chulrun 2 was located near a 

reservoir on a ridge southwest of the Nohol Nab residential group. Chultunob 3 and 4 

were located northeast of the site core, approximately 300 m w s  from the terminus of 

the Te Tun Na Group. These latter chultunob were associated with srnaIl residentials 

stnictures and a reservoir in the Gran Maestro Group. Although these chultmob were 

located in different areas of the site, the excavation methods and data recording were 

standardized The information presented below outlines the excavation rnethods, and 

provides an oveMew of the burials and artifacts revuiled through these investigations. 

Understanding that the establishment of an excavation unit gives archaeologists 

scientific control, the means to establish a unit which encompasses the entire chultün 

feature requires a slightly differert approacb For the purpose of maintainhg 3- 

dimensional coat~ol over mapping and excavation activities in the chultm, a 1 by 1 metre 

unit was placed around the chultm orifice and linked to the site's benchmark The 



surfixe unit was not fonnally excavated but surface collections were taken Fixed and 

temporary datums were established withh the chamber and created with reference back 

to the surface unit. Material rewvered from within the chultun CM thus be povenienced 

with reference to their location below unit datum (BUD). 

Following lannone's ( 1 99499) obsemtion that the chultun constituted a readiiy 

defuiable space, its chambers served as the primary excavation unit niat is, the walls of 

the chamber demarcated the boundaries of excavation. These walls, rather tban an 

arbitmy grid of squares, served to define the location of excavation. 

Within the subtemean d n g  vertical control over artifact distribution was 

maintained by excavating within nahiral levels, white horizontal control was maintained 

through the use of triangulatioa. Architectural maps were completed with a 1:20 cm 

scale, feahires and burials were recorded at a t : 10 cm scale. The units were excavated 

with trowels and brushes with al1 materhls k ing  passed through a 1/4 inch mesh screen. 

In cases where artifacts contained matrix, the artifacts were removed with the soi1 in situ, 

and finer screening was conducteci in the field laboratory. The rnatrix description used 

the following categories to differentiate the clast percentages; pebbles (0.4 -6.4 cm), 

cobbles (6.4 - 25.6 cm) and boulders (>25.6 cm). 

In t m s  of processing and field laboratory procedures, the artifacts were 

assigned buth a site nurnber and a S-ARP. catalogue number accordhg to the Belize 

Department of Archaeology guidelines. Formal tools and ceramic vessels were assigned 

individual catalogue numbers while ceramic sherds and li thic debi tage were assigned 

bulk lot numûers. Catalogue numbers were assigned each day and, as a resdt, there ate 



often multiple nurnbers representing the bulk lots h m  each level. The bulk lots of 

ceramic and lithic artifacts, as well as the special finds, faunal and human mains. were 

identified in the field Further identification of the ceramics was achieved in reference to 

Gifford (1976) and these are prexnted in Appendix 1. MI artifacts uncovered Ftom the 

X-ual-canil investigations are housed at the Department of Archaeology in Belmopan, 

Belize. 

This feature, d led  Chulim 1, was revealed while Jose Martinez, Everaid Tut and 

David Valencia were conducting reconnaissance in the periphery of X-ualtanil (Figure 

36). Once excavation was iaitiated . there was a concern that the chullun rnight be looted 

in the evening as the area mis accessible fiom a highly travelled road. At this point, the 

excavations were viewed as a salvage operation As it himed out, the chu/fun revealed 

many artifacts and represents the largest siagie f-e from X-ual-canil. 

This lateral-chambered chtrftun was located on top of a naturai hi11 in close 

association with a constnrcted platform (Figure 37). hiring the Pro-Eady Classic (AD 

0-350) there was an expansion effort in this p f ~ z e f u  group. As a resdt, the main orifice 

was sealed with a plaster floor. 

When exposed, the main orifice wds 58 cm wide and circular in form. The 

capstone *ch served to seal this orifice was later rccovered fiom the fil1 in Level 1, 

beneath the opeaing at 2.48 m BUD. Oace the c W l M  was entered, its morpholoa, 

exhibited a single, unplastered chamber, ruaning roughly north-south, with wo levels. 



Choj Group 

Figure 36. Map of the Choj Group, X-ual-canil 

Map Providesi by Gyles Iamone 



Figure 37. Profile of Chuftw 1 £km the Choj Group, X-ualertil 

Map Rovided by Gyles I a ~ o w  



This charnber was approximately 5 m in length (North-South) and 2.9 rn in width (East- 

West). A second opening to the surface was located in the southern part of the chamber. 

Much debris entered the chamber fiom this southem opening, and additional materials 

had been washed into the chultun when the main orifice capstone collapsed Two 

additionai capstones, possibly s e ~ n g  as burial capstones, were found at 22 1 cm and 248 

cm BUD with concentrations of highly deterionited hwnan remains located beneath them 

(Figure 3 8). These are discussed in detail in the burial d o n  below. 

As suggested previously, the chultun chamber provides the primary mit of 

investigation. h this case, the Choj Group c h d m  chamber was designated Unit CHI - 1 

and two vertical levels were distinguished in this unit In addition, one artifact was 

recovemi from the surface level. This was an unknown artifact type, made of limestone 

(28/189-1:606). 

k Y u  

The matrix encomtered was a mix of loosely packed àart, rich organic sediment 

with cobble to boulder-sized limestone spalls. The latter likely originated nom the roof 

and walls. The ciepth of the deposit was between 2 and 25 cm. This range in depth was a 

result of the large amounts of limestone cobbles, pebbles and a few bodder-si& 

limestone clasts which were mixed throughout the fill. These materials made the level 

matrix rather loose and distinct h m  the raised, harder pac ked limestone located in the 

central part of the chamber. Essentially, this level was an unduiating surface which 

contained natural and cultural materials 



Figure 38. Hurnan Bone Concentrations fiom the Choj Group Chuitm, X-ual-1 

From: Gray 1997 



The level revealed a high concentration of materiai including lithics, ceramics, animal 

and human bone in various stages of preservatioa (Figure 39). The best preserved 

artifacts were iithics and these consiaed of four material types; chert, obsidian, date 

and limestone. The chert artifacts included a bulk lot of lithics ( N I  89-1:603), two 

exhausted cores (28/189-1:629 and 28/189- 1 :635), and two bifacially flaked cores 

(28/189- 1 :627 and 28/189- 1 :632). The obsidiaa artifacts consisted of a blade fragment 

(28/ 1 89- 1 : 1 ), a distal blade fragment ( 28/ 189- 1 :2), 2 medial blade fragments (28/189-1:5 

and 28/189-M), 2 proximal blade fragments (28/189-l:3 and 2811 89-1 :4), and core 

fragment (28/ 189-1 :7). There were three date hgments (28/ 1 89- 1 :633 and 28/189- 

1:634) recovered, witb the latter catalogue number representing a bulk lot of two 

artifacts. One example of a limestone anifact was a conically drilled disk bead (28/l89- 

123). 

There were numerous ceramic artifacts, includllig 1 1 complete ceramic 

vessels(see Appendix 1), and various pottery sherds (bulk lot #28/189-1:622). While the 

dates of the bulk pottery sherds are mîxed, ail vessels recovered are examples of the 

Floral Park and Hermitage Ceramic Complexes (Gifford 1976: 127- 19 1). The following 

ceramic types fkorn the Floral Park Phase were represented: Aguacate Orange: Aguacate 

Variety (28/189- 1 : 10, Figure 40) and (28/189-1: 15, Figure 40) and Pnvaccion Variety 

(2 8/ 1 89- 1 : 14, Figure 42), Chan Pond Uns1ipped:Variety Unspecified (2811 89-1: 1 1, 

Figure 40), Negroman Punctated-hcised: Negoman Variety (2 81 1 89-1: 12, Figure 4 1) 

(28/189- 1 : 13, Figure 4 1) and (28/189-1: 16, Figure 43), and Gavilan Black-on-Orange: 

Gavilan Variety ( N I  89-1 : 19, Figure 44) and (28/189-1:20, Figure 44). There are two 



Figure 39. Top Plan of Level 1, Choj Group Chuitun, X-ualcanil 

From: Gray 1997 



Vessel 1 
28/189-l:lO 

Aguacate Orange: 
Aguacate Variety 

.an Pond Unslipped: 
r i e t y  Unspecif i e d  

Figure 40. Vessel 1 and 2 fiom the Choj Group C h u h ,  X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1997 
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Figure 4 1. Vesse1 3 and 4 fiom the Choj Group Chultun, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1997 



Vessel 5 
28/189-1:14 

Aguacate Orange: 
P r i v a c c i o n  Variety 

Vessel 6 
28/189-1: 15 

Aguacate Orange: 
Aguacate Variety 

Figure 42. Vesse15 and 6 from the Choj Group Chirltm, X-uaitanil 

Frorn: Gray 1997 



examples of the Fowler ûrange type of the Hermitage Phase. These were a Fowler 

Orange-Red: Spring Camp Variety (28/189-1: 17, Figure 43) and a Fowler Oraage-Red: 

Fowler Variety (28/189-1: 18, Figure 44). 

The third category of material recovered fiom diis level were the faunal remains. 

These included numerous bivalve shelis (Nephromia), and several rodent bones 

(28/ 1 89- 1 :6 1 1 ). It is thought that these f a d  remains represent intrusive examples, 

rather than deliberately placed or deposited materials as there was no uniform 

arrangement to their distribution. In addition, the remains did not shows sign of human 

modification such as dnlled holes on the shell, cut marks on the bones, or any indication 

of heating, cooking or burning 

The fourth category of material recovered was that of human remains (28/189- 

1 :636). These remains were examined by S. Schwake, project oneologin. Her report 

(Schwake 1997) reflected ôoth levels and ail areas of the Choj Group Chultm (Appendix 

2). This report identifies the minimum number of individuals (M'NI) represented as four, 

based on the presence of four maxillary left canines. None of the remains were 

determinate of sex or stature. They were identified as adult, as there were several 

premolars present, dl  epiphyses were fused, and there was the presence of occasional 

arthntic lipping. Adys i s  was hampered as rnany of the bones showed marked erosion, 

primarily due to the causb'c and aerobic conditions with the chuItun chamber. While the 

condition of the human rernains in Chultm 1 varied fiom good to poor, the dishirbed 

nature of the remains within the chultm made it difficuit to conclude if these individuals 

were recovered from their initial interment are% or if they were displaced over the .  It 
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Figure 43. Vessel 7 and 8 from the Choj Group Chultm, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1997 
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f Vesse1 9 

Gavilan 3lacl:-on-Orange: Gavi l a n  Variety 

Vesse1 19, 35, '189-1:  19 Vesse1 11, 28./1!39-1:20 

Figure 44. Vessel 9, 10, and 1 1 fiom the Choj Group Chultun, X-ualcanil. 

From: Gray 1997 



can be said with certainty, however, that the remains were recovered from a sealed 

context. They may have been moved by naturai forces and materials entering the 

chufiun, but the chuftun was their burial chamber. Excavations below hese human 

remains represented another level, which was differentiated fiom Level 1 by a marked 

change in matrix. 

l&!&h 

This was a hard packed area, a lense, between Level 1 and Level2 (Figure 45). 

This lense was confined to the westlcentral portion of the chamber, and encompassed 

bulk cerarnics (2811 89-1 :623, fiom the mixed context of Level2 and 2A) dating to the 

Protoclassic/Floral Park Phase, bulk lithics (28/189-1:605), and bulk faunal (28/189- 

1 :6 12) remains. It also yielded human remains with the recovery of a maxillary Ieft 

canine, 2 cranial fragments, an uina fragment, priions of a second metacarpal, and a 

proximal hand phalanx (2811 89-1 :637). Beyond the limited extent of this level, a large 

deposit designated Level2, was uncovered. 

Jd.Wi2 

This level matrix was likely fonned due to internai fil1 from naturai weathering 

of limestone, as this level was a compact and dense limestone layer. In addition, lenses 

of dark organic materid were intermingled with more compact, fine grained limestone. 

The occurrence of organic materials is the result of root decornposition over time. It is 

felt that the capstones of the two orifices ( e s t  and south) were probably inîact and in 



Figure 45. Top Plan of Level2a. Choj Group C h u h ,  X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1997 



position, sealing the orifices, and organic materials as this level formed. Thus, the fil1 

consisted m d y  of spall from the chamber roof and wail with small amounts of 

material entering through the capstones. At a later date, the capstones collapsed and the 

chamber received an influx of organic matenals fomiing Level 1,  and covering Levels 2a 

and 2. While this later infiux was noted in al1 areas of the chultm, the original deposit 

(Level2) was confined to central and southern sections of the charnber. The thickness of 

the level in the centre of the chamber was 28 cm, while the southwest and southeast 

sections were 9 cm. This thin level rested atop the bedrock floor surface carved by the 

Maya. 

The materials mvered From Level2, though not as abundant as that fiom Level 

1 ,  included a small collection of lithics (28/189-1:604), a proximal section of an obsidian 

blade (281 1 89- 1 :9), cerarnic sherds (281 1 89- 1 :623), faunal remains (28/ 1 89- 1 :6 13), and 

scattered human remains (281 189-1:637). Here, the remains of at least two individuais 

were excavated judging fiorn two s d l  boae concentrations in the south and north 

sections of the chamber. The northern concentration was associated with a burial 

capstone recovered 2.48 rn BüD. The muthem bone concentration was located proximal 

to Vesse1 10 (28/189- 1 : 19) and Vesse1 1 1 (28/189-1:20). Although the humans remains 

and two cerarnic vessels were encompasseci by the more compact Level2, these were 

most likely associated with Level 1 in regards to deposition. As rnentioned previously, 

t!!e hman remains likely were displaceci over time. As such, when the capstones 

collapsed and material entered the chultun, the human rernains and vessels most likely 

were shifted fiom their origiaal placement 



The excavation of this levet and the chltun chamber was haîted once bedrock 

was encountered. The central pohon of the chamber exposed bedrock at 244 cm BUD, 

but the bedrock in the northwest and northeast sections was not encountered until275cm 

BUD. 

With excavations in this chultun complete, it was noted that while simdtaneous 

excavations in the site core were producing few artifacts, excavations in the peripheq, 

specifically the Choj Group, proved to be the exception. However, as investigations 

moved upslope, toward the site core, a chulrun which reveaied very few mtifacts, was 

encountered. 

(Ih~ltun 2 mt C m  

The 1997 field season involved the excavation of a solitary feature whch was 

located closer to the site than the Choj Group. This feature was lofated south of Nohol 

Nab, in proximity to a mal1 reservoir. When the chulrun was fm encountered it was 

noted that the chamber's entrance shafi was dmost completel y filled with dehris T h i s  

point of entry, a single orifice, was circular in fom and measured 52 cm in diameter. 

Although no capstone was recovered, the chuIfun orifice was bevelled, suggesting that it 

supported a capstone in the pas. In the vicinity of the orifice there was a small 

collection of artifacts, including two lithic bulk lots (28fl89- 1 : 174 and 2811 89- 1 :2N). ;LÎ 

well as a buik lot of Late Classic ceramics (281 189- 1 :2 12). 

When the entry was cleared and the chulrun was accessed, its morphology 

displayed a central entrance shaft which lay directly below the orifice and led to an 



eastern and a western chamber (Figure 46). These chambers were similar in dimensions, 

and had finely prepared domed roofs. There was no evidence of piaster on either the 

walls or flooring, but it was notable that the floors were level surfaces (Figure 47). 

ûpenings that stemrned off the entrante SM were evident at an early stage in the 

excavations. A system of letter codes to differentiate these areas was established The 

entrance shaft, designated Lobe A, offered access to the West Lobe (B) and an Eastern 

Lobe (D). In the early stages of excavation, it was thought that an opening to the South, 

Lobe C would be encountered. As the work progressed it became evident that there was 

no opening to the south, and the artifacts recovered fiom this designation were thereafter 

regarded as part of the Lobe A assemblage. These three lobes were treated as separate 

sub-units with the excavated artifacts and matrix samples king processed separately. 

LQwL 

This entrame SM consisted of one level which was a combination of humus and 

faIl which was referred to as Level 1 and 2a Due to the mixing of the materials, the 

matrix was a fine, dry, brown soi1 with 30% inclusions of pebbles and a 2% inclusion of 

boulders. The level ranged in thichess from 90 cm to 135 cm, with an average thickness 

of 1 1 1 cm. There was no concentration of artif-, but the= were several artifact types 

recovered. Lithic artifarts included one bulk lot of cheri (28/ 1 89- 1 : 173), a chat 

multidirectionai core (2811 89-1:59), a fragment of q~ crystal(28/l89-1:60) and a 

fragment of vein quartz (28/189-1:6 1). There were three bulk lots of ceramic sherds 

(28/189-1: 175), originally designated to Lobe C ), (281189-1978) and (281189-1:172) 



Figure 46. Profile of Chuhm 2, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1997 



Figure 47. Top Plan of Chuitun 2, X-ual-caail 

Frorn: Gray 1997 



al1 dating to the Late Ciassic pdod. A small collection of faunal remains, identified as 

jute shells ( 28/189-1:625), were also recovered from this Lobe. With the removal of 

these artifacts, bedrock was encountered at an average depth of 185 cm BUD. 

L Q k B  

As with Lobe A, the first level from this Western Lobe (Level 1 and 2b) was a 

mixture of humus and fall. The matrix, consistent with the entrance sh& was a brown, 

fine, dry suil with 30% inclusions of pebbles and a 2% inclusion of boulden. This 

matrix filled the lobe and did not allow access to the western portion of the lobe. As a 

result, an interna1 profile line could not be established. However, as the lobe enûance 

had fint k e n  encountered at a depth of 120 cm BUD, this point became the starting 

measurement of this lobe. A layer of maoix and artifacts were removed, approximately 

47 cm thick, before bedrock was reached. By 170 cm BüD, bedrock had been 

encountered in al1 regions of Lobe B. The bedrock d a c e  was relatively flat with only 4 

cm variability in depth from the west to the central portions. 

The artifacts recovered from Level 1 and 2b inciuded lithics and ceramics. Chert 

artifacts predominated the assemblage with 3 bulk lithic lots (2811 89-1: 199, 28/189- 1 : 

209,28/189-1:211 ), a multidirectional cordchopper (28/189-1: 197 ), and the medial 

section of a biface (28/189- 1 :2 10 ). The other artifacts recovered were cetamic sherds, 

forming two bulk lots which dated to the Late Classic period (2811 89-1 : 198 and 28/189- 

1:210 ). 



This region of the chuhm was the ody area where three levels were identified. 

Consistent with Lobes A and B, the matrix of Level 1 and 2d was a mix of humus and 

fall. The matrix was a brown, fine, dry fil1 with 3û% inclusions of pebbles and a 2% 

inclusion of boulders. The level began at 97 cm BUD and continued to a depth of 181 

cm, with an average thickness of 82 cm. Contained within this level were a small 

collection of chert artifacts (lithic bulk lot 28/189-1: 176 ) and Late Classic ceramics 

(28/189- 1 : 17 1, and 28/189-1: 177, bulk lots). This level of brown soi1 gave way to a 5 

cm layer of fine, powder like, grey, dry soi1 which revealed no artifacts. This layer, Level 

3, sat directly atop the bedrock which was reached at average depth of 186 cm BUD. 

The bedroc k floor surface in this lobe was not as uni form as those in Lobe A and B. 

There was a gradient fiom 193 cm and 194 cm recordings in the western and central 

regions up to 178 cm in the no& 18 1 cm in the south and 184 cm in the east. 

This sloping effeçt is a one of the features which makes this chulfun distinct fiom 

the other c h b e r s  studied fkom the X-ual-canil periphery. The noticeable gradient in 

the eastem lobe @) may be an extension of the unique architectural element within the 

chultun which separated the side chambers from the central chamber. At the entrantes to 

both the east and the West chambers there were areas ofraised bedrock which give a 

lipped, or sill-type opening to the chamber (See Figwe 46). A second unusuai discovery 

was the size and morphology of the chuitun. Once excavateci, the chulrun was an 

example of a mall, dual chambered feature which measured a total of 2.6 m in length by 

1.4 m in width. Not only was the chuhm small in cornparison to the other chambers 



excavated, the artifa assemblage was surprisingly sparçe. The paucity of artifacts 

supports the belief that the chufiun was looted prior to our excavations. Furîher, it is 

believed that as the chultm was dmost filled with debris, most of the material excavated 

could have ken washed in, rather than king piirposely placed in the lobes. Therefore, 

the artifacts recovered were not the primary artifacts that the chuifun originally held 

Unfortunately, the excavations did not clarify the function of the chambers and this was 

cornpounded by the absence of any surrounding stnictures. This was a solitary chuliun, 

devoid of any architeaurai buildings but not necessarily separated from a hmanly 

modified landscape. A small reservoir was located a short distance away. The 

association of chulrunob and reservoin was also noted again the following field season 

when hvo chullunob in the western periphery of X-ualîanil were investigated. 

m 4 2 E  

This area of the X - u a l d l  periphery was designated the Gran Maestro Group 

('Figure 48). This group includes two clwten of settlement. One cluster of the group 

consists of Chullm 3, two mounds (Structures 35F and 36F) and a reservoir. The second 

cluster, located 90 rn upslope, is comprised of Chuliun 4 and two mounds (Structures 34F 

and 33F). The only momd excavated in this group was Structure 33F. The excavation 

of two units uncovered a teminal phase of architecture including a retaining wall and a 

possible floor (Prince 1998: 41-48). Based on the excavations of Structure 33F, Chuhm 

3 and Chultm 4, it is apparent that the Gran Maestro Group was utilized during the Late 

Classic pend  The occupation of Structwe 33F and the use of two chultunob appear to 



Figure 48. Gran Maestro Group, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1998 



3 (iJnit CH3-1) 

Chultun 3, the first feature excavated in the 1998 season, was located 9 m 

southwest of Stnicture 35F, 20 m due east from Structure 36F and approximately 10 m to 

the west of a reservoir. No excavations were conducted within the mounds or the 

reservoir, but a 1 m by 1 m unit was placed around the chuftun orifice. This unit 

represents the ody exampie from x - u d - c ~ l  where a chultim with an in situ capstone 

was excavated. The capstone was a circular disk-shaped limestone slab, 38 cm in 

dimeter , which rested at a slight angle on top of a bevelled orifice measuring 42 cm in 

diameter. At some point prior to the 1998 investigations, a triangular section was 

separated fiom the rest of the capstow, leaving the chultun orifice slightly exposed. As 

the area immediately around the orifice was surveyed for this trimgular portion of the 

capstone, several chert (2 8/ 1 89- 1 :4 16) and ceramic (28/ 1 89- 1 :4 1 8) artifacts were located 

Atternpts to recover the missing piece of the capstone were unsuccesshil, and attention 

turned to the subterranean chamber. When the capstone was removed and the entrance 

chamber was accessed, two unplastered chambers, exhibiting different dimensions 

sternming off to the norih and the south, were visible (Figure 49). It was detemineci that 

these chambes should be excavated separately, as submits, similar to the strategy 

employed in Chultm 2. The entrance shaft became Lobe A, providing access to Lobe B 

in the north, and Lobe C to the south (Figure 50). 



Lobe B 

Lobe C 

Figure 49. Top Plan of Chultm 3, Gran Maestro Group, X-ual-canil 

Map Created by Christophe Helmke and presented in Gray 1998 



Figure 50. Profile of Chultun 3, Gran Maestro Group, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1998 



This region consisteci of one level, a humic layer of rich brow'  dry matrVt with 

small pebbles, roots and litter mat intermixeci. At its widest poht Lobe A meas~red 85 

cm. The level had an average thickness of 28 cm at which time bedrock was 

encountered. The artifacts recovered included numerous lithiCs and cemics. The lithic 

types included a bu1 k lot of chert (28/189-1:42 l), obsidian shmer (2811 89-1 A26) and a 

blade fragment (proximal end 28/189-1:425), as well as a piece of quartz massive3 

(281 1 89- 1 :5 10). Unslipped, fragrnentary ceramic sherds (28/189- 1 :4 17) Qting to the 

Late Classic period were a h  removed from this level. There waç no h f o n n  placement 

of the lithic and cerarnics anifacts, and it is plausible that these were washed into the 

The notion of debris washing in became increasingly apparent as excavations 

were conducted during the rainy season. It was noted that min and surface materials 

would enter from the eastem side of the orifice ( the lowest point of the surface bedrock), 

and leach into Lobe C. This activity caused Lobe C to be fiiled with debns to the point 

that when the chultun was first entered, the surface we stood on (the top of Lobe A, Level 

1 ) was even with the top of Lobe C. The transition fiom Lobe A to Lobe C was not well 

defined like the space between Lobe A and Lobe B. As a result, the famd materiais 

recovered in the southem region of Lobe A (the point of entq into Lobe C) were 

combined with those recovered fiom Lobe C (28/189-1614). ~ h e  artifacts recovered 

. - -- - - - - - -  - - 

3 

Quartz massive is milky in appearance and is differentiated fiom the and giossy 
appearance of q w  crystal. 



fiom the western region of Lobe A were scarce. The recovery of the ceramics sherds in 

I h i s  area was attributed to the naturally occming dope within Lobe A. Within the 85 cm 

width of the Lobe, a 50 cm gradient was revealed. There was a 20 cm drop on a 45 

degree angle, which led into a 30 cm drop on a 90 degree angle. This gradient appeared 

to lead matenals naturally from the entrance lobe into Lobe C, while at the sarne tirne 

preventing vast amounts of debris from entenng Lobe B. Some of this debris did form 

Level 1 in Lobe B, but it was not as dense as the matrices From Lobes A and C. 

ld2!L!3 

The northem chamber, designated Lobe B was 127 cm in length, 159 cm in width, 

and roughly circular in fom. The charnber exhibited a rounded, dorne-like roof which 

was finely f m e d  despite the damage that the resident bats had inflicted Excavations in 

this Lobe identified two natural levels which encompassed many artifacts. The first 

level, designated Level 1, was a humus layer with an average thickness of 26 cm. It was 

a nch, brown, dry matrix with minimal small pebbles (10%) and cobble inclusions (5%). 

The remains of several small dents  and two ungulate teeth (28/189- 1 :424) were 

recovered from this lwel, dong witb numerous ceramics and lithic artifacts. The lithic 

artifacts include a bulk lot of chert (281 l89-1:445), quartz massive fragments (28/189- 

1 :427,281189-1:493), raw hematite (28/189-1:547), and a medial section of an obsidian 

blade (2811 89-1:484). These artifacts were distributed throughout the chamber, and are 

associated with ceramics dating to the Spanish Lookout Phase (AD 675-875) of the Late 

Classic P e n d  (Figure 5 1). 



Figure 5 1. Top Plan of Lobe B, Chuftun 3, X-ud-canil 

From: Gray 1998 



A total of 1 1 ceramic vessels were removed fiom Lobe B, along with numerous 

sheds (bulk lot 2811 89-1 : 420). These include three miniature vessels of the Belize Red: 

Belize Variety, Vessel 2 (28/189-1:462, Figure 53 ), Vesse14 (28/189-1:464, Figure 54), 

and Vessel 8 (2811 89-1 : 553, Figure 53). A fourth miniature vessel, Vessel 10 ( N I  89- 

1 554, Figure 54), is an example of a Yalbac Smudged Brown: Yalbac Variety. This 

laiter miniature vessel was contained within a Belize Red: Belize Variety bowl (Vessel 3, 

28/189-1:463, Figure 55 ). Just 10 cm away, Vessel 5, a Montego Polychrome: Montego 

Variety vase (28/189-1550, Figure 56) was recovered in a fiagmentary state. The vase 

was later consolidated in the lab. The recovery of two olla rims was also expected to 

require consolidation, but no body sherds matching these rims were excavated fkom any 

region of the chl tm.  The first rim recovereâ, Vessel 6 (2811 89-1 5 5  1 ), is a Cayo 

Unslipped: Cayo Variety. The second olla rim, Vessel 1 1 (2811 89-1 :555, Figure 59), 

which was locateâ across the chamber from Vessel 6 (2811 89-155 l),  near the western 

edge of the lobe entrante, is an example of a Mount Maloney Black: Mount Maloney 

Variety jar. To the eastem side of the lobe opening was Vesse! 1, a Dolphin Head Red: 

Dolphin Head Variety plate (28J189-1:461, Figure 52). Moving toward the centre of the 

chamber, hvo Belize Red: Belize Variety bowls, Vessel 7 (28/189-1: 552, Figure 57 ) and 

Vessel 9 (28/189-1: 465, Figure 58 ) were uncovered. Unfomuiately, due to the resident 

bats, soil sarnpies nom within the upright vessels were not in pristine condition, and as a 

result no soil samples were recuverable for notation experiments. With the ceramic 

vessels removed, excavations resumed u . 1  a change of rnatrix was noted Level 1 ended 

at 250 cm BUD and gave way to Level2. 





sel 2 
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Vessel 8 
28/189-1:553 

Figure 53. Vessel 2 and & Belize Red: Belize Varïety - Chulhm 3, X-uai-canil 

From Gray 1998 
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Figure 54. Vessel 10- Yalbac Smudgeci Brown: Yalbac Variety and Vessel 4Belize Red: 
Belize Variety - Chultun 3, X-ual-canil. 

From: Gray 1998 
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Figure 5 5 .  Vesse1 3 - Belize Red: Belize Variety - Chulm 3, X-ual-canil. 

From: Gray 1998 





Figure 57. Vesse1 7 - Belize Red: Belize Variety - Chuftun 3, X-ualcanil 

From: Gray 1998 



Figure 58. Vesse1 9 - Belize Red: Belize Variety - Chuliun 3, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1998 



Figure 59. Vessel 1 1 -Mount Maloney Black: Mount Maloney Variety 
Chultun 3, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1998 



The maîrix consisteci of a Qy, grey soi1 with fiequent inclusion of wbbles and 

pebbles. This level was not consistent throughout the chamber. Rather, it formd an 

oblong sphere extending Rom the southwest region, through the chamber's centre a d  

continuhg into the northeast. The level thickness in the southwest was 2 cm, but this 

increased to 7 cm in the centre and 8 cm in the northeast. Cobbles predominated, with 

soi1 ody k i n g  recovered from the spaces between the rocks. There was no unifonn 

placement of cobbles, nor were there any examples of cut or prepared stone evident. No 

complete vessels were excavated h m  this layer, ody fhgments of Late Classic sherds ( 

bulk lot, 2811 89-1 430). There was no obvious spatial paîteming to these ceramics, nor to 

the chert arti facts removed (bulk lot 28/l89- 1 530). Al1 of the lithic and ceramic artifacts 

recovered were contained within the matrix; no artifacts were found lying directly atop 

the bedrock. kdrock was encountered at an average depth of 250 cm BUD. The 

bedrock was quite uni fom, ranging fiorn depths of 249 cm to 253 cm. These 

measurements were taken from three intemal &ta points that were established in this 

lobe. These points, 150 cm BUD, were used to create temporary data points for rnapping 

purposes. A similar system of intemal data was used in Lobe C. 

L h S  

The opening to Lobe C was very restricted and intemal data points were difficult 

to establish as there was debris blocking the chamber. There was a narrow opening 40 

cm ftom the roof of the lobe to the top of the debris ( see Figure 49). However, once the 

debris was removed, a long, narrow chamber measuring 2.2 rn long, 1 -6 m wide and 2.4 



m deep was reveded Excavations uncuvered two levels and numerous artifacts. 

w 
This humus layer, averaging 3 8 cm thick, consisteci of loose, brown, dry soi1 with 

root and leaf litter intennixed. There was a 10% inclusion of pebbles and a 5% inclusion 

of cobbies, likely the result of spall from the roof and walls which was distnbuted 

throughout the lobe. Intermixed in the spall and soi1 were several examples of lithic 

artifacts which included; a buk lot of chert (28/189-1:481), an obsidian shatter (28/189- 

1 :485), flake (28/189- 1 :486), and a blade (28/189-1:487), as well as quartz massive 

(28/189- 1 :443) and crystals (2811 89- 1:499 and 28/189-1522). Two unique fin& were 

also recovered, a small jadeite mosaic piece (28/189-1:494) and a pebble sized piece of 

date (2 8/ 1 89- 1 : 500) whch was incised and uwed (Figure 60). These artifacts were 

found at opposite ends of the chamber but were both associated with ceramic sherds 

dating to the Spanish Lookout Phase of the Late Classic (bulk lot 28/189-1:478). In 

addition to the sherds, three olla rKns, Vessels 12, 14 and 15, were discovered. Vessels 

12 ( 28/189-1556) and Vessel 15 (28/189-1558, Figure 6 1) are identifid as Cayo 

Unslipped: Cayo Variety jars. The third olla rim, Vessel 14 (28/189-1557, Figure 62) is a 

Jones Camp Stxiated: Jones Camp Variety jar. The other vesse1 contained in the 

chamber, Vessel 13 (28/189-1:466), was recovered in two pieces (Figure 63). These are 

the basal tnpod portions of a Belize Red: BelizP Variety dish. As with al1 the olla rims 

excavated in Chuhm 3, the walls of this tri@ dish were not present 



Figure 60. Decorated Pebble recovered fiom C h l h m  3, X-ual-canil 

Frorn: Gray 1998 



Figure 6 1. Vessel 1 5 - Cayo Uoslipped- Cayo Variety - Chultun 3, X-ual-canil 

Frorn: Gray 1998 



Figure 62. Vesse1 1 4 - Jones Camp Striated: Jones Camp Variety -Chuhm 3, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1998 



Figure 63. Vessel 

From: Gray 1998 

13 - Belize Red: Belize Variety - Chuhm 3, X-ual-canil 



The two pieces of this tripod dish were resting on top of several large cobbles. These 

cobbles were isolated to the southeast quadrant of the chamber and were the evidence fot 

a second level. 

kYd2 

The second level consisted of a fine, dry, grey soi1 which was located in a thin 

lem upon, and between, large cobbles (Figure 64). The limestone cobbles were more 

concentrated here than in Lobe B and included a granite metate fiagrnent (28/189- 1506). 

The level also reveaied obsidian blades (28/189-1:488,28/189-1:489 and 28/189-1509) 

and a quartz massive (28/189-1 :S2 1). Bdk lots of chert Lithics (2811 89-1 :532), ceramics 

(2 8/ 1 89- 1 :497) and faunal remains (28/ 1 89- 1 :6 14) were scattered throughout this 10 m 

level. 

7 Obsem* 

Pnor to excavation, the verticai shaft leading into the feature was approximately 

1.6 rn in depth. This smaii landing served as the point of e n q  to the other lobes, to the 

north and to the south. By the time the excavations in the lobe were complete, a depth of 

2.2 m BUD had been reached and it becarne increasingly dficult to exit the chultun. 

Also, the narrow orifice M e r  restricteà one's mobility. However, two roughiy cücular 

depressions were noted on the walls of the shaft which provided a type of foothold It is 

suggested that these were created by the aiicient Maya in order to facilitate their entrance 

and exit from the chamben ( see Ricketmn and Ricketson 1937: 123). 

Another aspect of this area in the chultun vuhich ciistinguished it h m  others was 



Figke 44. Top Plan of Level2, Lobe C, Chuitm 3, X-ual-canil 

From: Gray 1998 



that this landing was the only arwi wtiich could be excavated by the n a d  light entering 

h m  the orifice. Lobe A markeà the highest point within the chufiun and required one to 

descend into the darkness of the north and south chambers. The idea of dark zones and 

deprivation ftom nahrraI light will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. This zone of 

darkness beyond the entrance chamber was repeated in Chuhm 4. 

Chuif un 4 fl lnit CN4- 1) 

ChuIrun 4, located on a natural ridge 97 m west of Chultun 3, exhibited a lateral 

or "bootW- shaped morphotogy (Figure 65 ). Entrance into the chamber was gained 

through a single bevelled orifice, approximately 45 cm in diameter. The entrance shaft 

opened into a single charnber which, once excavations were completed, measrned 3.4 m 

in length, 1 m in width, and a maximum of 1.5 rn deep. The excavations did not alter the 

length or width of the chamber, as the original limestone walls were hardened. 

Investigations in this chamber revealed two levels which had been formed by materials 

washmg through the open orifice as well as spall corning fiom the chamber walls and 

ceiling. 

Once the 1 m by 1 m unit was situated around the chulrrm orifice, excavation in 

the charnber began. Excavations were initially undertaken at the base of the entrance 

shaft which led north, into the chamber. As excavations progressed, four data points 

were established in the chuitun chamber (on the cardinal directions), as well as several 

temporary points that were used during rnapping. The fint artifacts encountered where 

contained within a iayer of humus, designated Level 1. 



Figure 65. Profile of lhuliun 4, Gran Maestro Group, X-ual&l 

From: Gray 1998 



kdl 

This layer was comprised of loose, dry, brown soi1 with a 30% inclusion of 

pebbles and a 10% occurrence of cobble spail. The layer was 25 cm lhick, and included 

bulk lots of ceramic sheds (28.4 894496 ), chert debitage (28/189-1535) and hunaJ 

remainç (2811 89- 1 :495). As excavations proceeded it was noted that soi1 below the 

oritice was compact, while the soi1 around the chamber walls was a very loose and was a 

mix of brown and grey soils. The cornpactness directly below the opening was attributed 

to water coming in the chultun, creating a harder consistency to the soil. The grey matrix 

near the charnber wdls was likely limestone dust created by intrusive creatwes who 

nested in the chultun. Toward the rear of the charnber two secfisecfions of plastered surfaces 

were encountered (Figure 66 ). These were located in the northwest and northeast regions 

of the charnber. The preservation of the surface was poor, ranging h m  2 cm of plaster 

in the northwest to 5 cm in the northeast. The totai thickness of the northwest section 

was 15 cm with a 3 cm ballast layer and a 10 cm core layer. The total thickness of the 

northeast section was 18 cm with a 6 cm ballast layer and a 7 cm core layer. In both 

plastered areas the ballast and core layen were dry fil], devoid of mortar. No artifacts, or 

cached offerings, were recovered beneath the two piaster sections. There was no 

evidence of plastered areas in any other regions or levels of this chuZrun chamber. Once 

the plastered sections were removed, a second, deeper level was encountered. 



Figure 66. Plaster Sections h m  Level 1, Chufiun 4, X-ual-canil 

h m :  Gray 1998 



h!u 
This level consisted of fine, dry grey soi1 with a 25% inclusion of large pcbbles 

and small cobbles. The level averaged 42 cm in thickness and contained famal remains 

(28/189-1:508), bulk ckrt (28/189-1514) two quartz massive pieces (281 I89-MlZ and 

28/189-1:5 U), and cenunic sherds (bulk lot 281 189-1 :5 15). A total of 6 ceramic vessels 

dating to the Tiger Run and Spanish Lookout Phases of the Late Clwic period were 

recovered (see Appendix 1, Figure 67). Vessel 1 (28/189-1:559), a large olla body of a 

Macal Orange Red: M a d  Variety was broken into several pieces. Also remver& h m  

this suutheast region of the chamber were Vessel 3 (28/ 1 89- 1 5 6  1 ), a Xunantunjc h Black- 

on-Orange: Variety Umpecified bowl, which was contained within the larger Vessel 2 

(281 89- 1 :560), a Silver Creek Impressed: Silver Creek Variety bowl. Vesse14 (28A 89- 

1 :562), a small Cayo Unslipped: Cayo Variety olla rim, rested beside these stacked bowls 

and contained the rernains of a small rodent. To the east of these ceramics, two vessels, 

appeared as if they were stacked Vessel 5 (28/189-1: 563), a Meditation Black: 

Meditation Variety bowl was parhally overlapped by Vessel 6, an inverted, Platon 

Pmctated Incised: Platon Variety plate (28A 89-1 564, Figure 68). These hvo vessels 

were in direct association with human temains (2811 89- 1 :638). 



Figure 67. Top Plan of Level2, Chdtrm 4, Xiial-canîl 

From: Gray 1998 





The highiy deteriorated remains of a single individual were recovered from the 

west, central area of the chamber (Appenduc 2). These remains, indetemihate for sex 

and stature, represented an adult individual. The elernents recovered included a 

mandibular l a t d  right incisor, a radial shaft fragment, humeral fragments, n% 

fragments, several pieces of the innominate including the acetabuium of the hip, a 

fragment of a robust long bone (likely the femur), tibia1 Fragments, and the proximal end 

of a metacarpal (Figure 69). The individual was highly disarticulated but it is proposed 

that the body originally lay in a flexed position with the head facing to the north. It is 

further suggested that Vesse1 6 was placed in the area where the skdl and mandible, if 

present, would have been rccovered. 

The removai of these remains and the subsequent mapping program were the final 

activities conducted in this chamber. Bedrock was encountered at a depth of 196 cm 

BUD in the southern section. The central portion of the c h b e r  continued to reved 

Level2 matrix until260 cm BUD. The bedrock floor of the chulm was very inegular 

with deep cavems and pits confined to the central region. 

SummarY 

The excavation and artifact assemblage of four chuitunob in the periphery of X- 

ualcanil have provided an avenue to explore the possible functions of these chamben. 

There are examples of cerarnic and lithic artifacts, as well as f a 4  and human rernains 

from the various excavated levels and lobes which provide insight into how the ancient 



Figure 69. Top Plan of Human Remaias, Chuifun 4, X-ual-canil 

Ma@ by N. Gray and S. Schwake, 1998 



Maya utilized these features. In most cases, these artifacts and the faunal material were 

recovered fiom two distinct levels, a humudfall type level which lay on top of a fil1 level. 

Although there was rmifonnity in the formation of the levels, the chambers which held 

these material exhibited a large degree of variability in terms of morphology. Chuliim 1 

and 4 are examples of lateral-shaped features while Chullun 2 and 3 are variations on the 

multi-lobed style. Even the lateral-shaped chultmob were not identical as Chulhm 1 had 

a northern extension and displayed dual orifices. 

It is suggestd that al1 the chultunob fiom X-ual-canil had fiîted capstones which 

sealed the orifices at some point in the pst. This is supported by the recovery of a 

capstone fiom within the chamber of Chulrun 1, the bevelled orifices of Chultunob 2 and 

4 and there was an in situ capstone on the orifice of Chultun 3. 

Also, there is great spatial and temporal variability in these features as they were 

spread around the X-ual-canil penphery and in use during various times. It is evident 

that the chultun was in use at the Choj Croup during the Protoclassic, while Chultunob 2, 

3 and 4 suggest a Late Classic usage. However, there does not appear to be any 

correlation between chuitwi location, morphology and the temporal use from the feahires 

at X-ual-cani 1. 

The construction and use of these chamben, the remvered artifacts and human 

remains, will be discussed fiuther in the following chapter but it is apparent that C h u h  

1 and Chiritun 4 were used as places to inter human remains. It is dso evident that these 

features served other fùnctions throughout their lifespan bas& on the recovery of 

informative artifacts. Specifically, the complete ceramic vessels such as the typs 



recovered from Chultmb 3 and 4 may have been used for short-terni storage, or, they 

may have contained offerings of food. The miniature vessels, olla rims and arrangement 

of mbbles also support a short-term storage interpretation because these items would 

have provided a base for storage vessels. The vessels recovered fiom ChuI&un 1, and 

Vesse1 5 from Chuihm 3, are potentiaily offerings themselves. Alternatively, based on 

the recovery of numerous delibenitely broken ceramic vessels, special fi& such as the 

cmed pebble, hematite and jadeite, it is  clear that functions other than food storage and 

human internent were occurring. 



Chapter 4 

EXPLORING RITUAL, 

Modem highland Maya religion is defined as a shamanistic and animistic belief 

system which recognizes that the universe is a rnagical world where everythng has a soul 

and a spirit (Tedlock 1982:48). While there has been research which proposes that 

excavated remains are reflections of similar past belief systems (Marcus 1989), there are 

no hypotheses which account for the proposed ritual significance of chuliunob artifact 

assemblages. Although reçovered ceramics cm provide a chronological conte* there is 

a desire within Maya archaeology to understand associated rituai action. Artifacts can 

provide evidence of ancient rihial activity, such as an offering or dedication, and through 

hem archaeologists are then able to infer multivariate functions. As Lucero (1999) has 

recently noted the " ernphasis on chultunes for understanding Maya rituai is important 

because present evidence indicates that some of the earliest ceremonial activity may have 

taken place in these underground chambers". 

Ln the following section a clear discernment of what constitutes a cache is 

examined with the intent of illustratiag the potential ritual hction of chult~tob in the 

Belize Valley. This chapter seeks to understand the behaviour patterns which affected 

the deposition of the artifam found within chuitunob contexts (see Garber 1986: 1 17). 

FinalIy, a synthesis of ideas is presented to provide a new means to examine ntual 

activities associated with the chulhmob of the Upper Belize Valley. 



One perspective is that, 

Ritual is conceived as an entirely unitary phenornenon removed from any Iink 
with everyday transactions, and identifieà in the archaeological record according 
to a strictiy functionalist logic. It may have played an active role in life, but in the 
death assemblage tbat prehistorians study it is ody a residual category, defined by 
its de parhue from 'pratical reason' (Btadley 1 99 1 : 1 3 5) .  

This interpretation is not an accurate definition of ntual activity in the Maya area 

because it separates the intent of offenng frorn the action itself There is no depamire 

fiom practical reason in the ritual aaivities of the ancient Maya. Ritual activity is a part 

of life, and death. This ùiterpretation is explaineù by Sharer and Sedat (1987:261) when 

they write that "burials and caches are both the product of rihialized and deliberate 

dr sposal behaviour marked by symbolic and rel igious meaning; they are differentiated by 

the presence (burials) of human remains or their absence (caches)". While there are 

exceptions to this general d e ,  as discussed below, the most crucial factor to be 

understod is the ritual advity. Once there is an understanding of the intended ritual 

act, then archaeologists can begin to speak of the artifacts as reflections of ths 

be haviour. Specifically, rituals were used to dedicate places and objects through cached 

offerings and, therefore, caches are components of ritual behaviour (Freidel and Schele 

1989: 234). 

Onennes 

A debate regarding the definition and categorization of offenngs has b a n  a 

theme in Maya archaeology since the 1950's. It has been argued by Coe (1 965) that not 
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al1 offerings are caches. Rather, a cache is seen as one type of offering and, therefore, is 

listed here as a sub-category (Figure 70). It is the content, lacation and purpose of a 

cache that makes it a ceremonial offering. This distinction between an offering and a 

cache denves fiom the nature of the depsit, and whether or not the offering was 

intentionally hidden. A hidden offering is a tnie cache and those deposits which are not 

hidden are simply classified as offenngs (Coe 1965:462).The distinction between 

offerings and caches is adhered to in this discussion and the focus then becomes the 

hidden deposits. Within chultunob, the presence of artifacts such as obsidian, jadeite, the 

camed slate pebble, quartz, and hematite, are assumed to be intentionally hidden and, 

therefore, represent caches. Beyond king hidden, these materials held special meaning 

to the Maya and as such they were ofien u e d  in ceremonial life. 

GdAGs 

The pnmary categories established for caches are utilitarian and votive. 

Utilhian caches were utilized for protection and storage of goods while votive caches 

were ceremonial (Smith 1972~205). in regards to presenting a definition of the term 

cache, there exists a debate within the archaeological literature. A cache, prefaced by 

votive or dedicatory ". . . designates a limited but significant variety of offerings found 

apart from human intements though not necessarily devoid of human skeletal remains" 

(Coe l965:462). While most Maya archaeologists agree that burials do not constitute 

caches, Becker (1992) argues that the definition of a cache used by Coe (1965) does not 

adequately address the behaviou. patterns associateci with al1 deposits. In order to 



Caches 

Votive 

Dedicatory Termination Non-Dedicatory 

Figure 70. Diagram illustrating the t y p  of offerings 



understand the intent of such deposits, whether they include human remaios or not, 

researchers should consider that caches and burials may have held similar rneaning to the 

Maya (Becker 1992: 186). The difficulty in assigning material culture to categories of 

either caches or burials often results in a debate which stalls their interpretation. An 

exarnpie of this is evident where Coe (1959:78) suggests that a single vesse1 can be 

considered a cache if it is thought to be an offering. As well, human skeletal elements, 

specifically the skull, can constitute a cache (Coe 1959:78). Smith (1972a:205) refutes 

this definition and argues that the terni cache should not be associated with burials and is 

applied to one or more objects buried together. Loten and Pendergast (19845) adhere to 

this interpretation when they describe a cache as, 

[a]n artifact or group of artifacts intentionally placed in a specific location 
unrelated to a burial, often but not always on the pnmary or a transverse 
axis. The artifacts that comprise a cache were presumably intended as an 
offering, but the term "cachen is preferred because it is a designator 
without fùnctional implication. Caches rnay lie in the core of a structure 
or in a pit cut into antecedent construction; they were usually seaîed 
irnrnediately d e r  placement. 

This definition provides an adequate s m a r y  wtiich explains that a cache and a burial 

are two separate acts. The statement that a cache is "unrelated to a burial" becornes non- 

contentious because the importance of the intended act of offering is stressed. Further, 

the assumption t h  any human remains rmvered are assigned the category "burial", is 

problematic as skeletal elements can be an aspect of a cache. Henceforth, a cache is 

regarded as a hidden offering which may be found apart ftom human remains but not 

necessarily devoid of skeletai elements (Coe 1965:462). Therefore, human remains and 

material items whkh are recove~d h m  a hidden location c m  be regarded as a cache. 
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Rernembering that it is the content and location of caches that make them ceremo~al, 

this discussion will also include cases where the placement of human remains likely held 

the sarne meaning (as caches) for the Maya These ceremonid and ritual elements of 

caches are divided into the subcategory of votive, being either nondedicatory or 

dedicatory. in the literahirr, dedicatory caches are M e r  divided into the termination 

and valedictory categones. However, it is perhaps more appropriate to place them along 

side dedicatory caches, making them a sub-category of votive (Gyles Iannone, personna1 

communication, 2000). niese categories are discussed below and examples of caching 

activities are presented 

This is a general terni applied to caches which can either be dedicatory or non- 

dedicatory in nature (Cw 1959:78). Modified and unmodifiecl shell artifacts offer an 

example of one type of votive offering (see Healy 1992:234). Evidence Frorn tombs 

suggests that shells were not deposited as food offerings. Nor is there any evidence to 

suggest the shells were prepared or altered for deposit (Andrews l969:6 1). Whde many 

shell artifacts are modified, there is alui the occurrence of slightly modified shell 

suggesting the intention "of maintaining the shelFs original appearance" (Ferguson 

19%: 163). The Maya seem to have endowed marine molluscs with symbolic properties 

which led to a number of ritual uses, possibly relating to a cult of the sea (Andrews 

196953). Perhaps, the cult of the sea could be reevaluated to reflect a cult of water 



ideology and maintain the same connection to the wateiy undenvorld. Freshwater, land 

and marine shells appear in the chultunob of Cahal Pech , X-ual-canil and Xunantunich 

(Gray 1998; lannone 1994; Keller 1995; Powis 1 992). Due to this frequent occurrence, 

and the denial of rnolluscs as solely a food source, it is reasonable to argue for the 

inclusion of these artifacts as marken for ritual activity. 

A second type of votive cache is presented by Smith (1972a:2 1 1)  in the discussion 

of possible sacrificecl human remains ai Altar de Sacrificios. The presence of skulls 

lacking postcranial elements in three burials is attributed to "sacrificed individuals who 

had their heads cut off and buried as votive offerings"(8rnith 1972a:2 1 1). While these 

skulls may represent sacrificial victims and possible votive offerings, a discussion of 

disarticulated remains presented in the burial section of this thesis suggests alternative 

explanations for this occurrence. These alternative hypotheses ore pûrticularly relevant 

to the disarticulated remains recovered fiom Chuhm 4 and the Choj Group Chulm at X- 

ual-canil. Unfortunately, due to the poor preservation of the remains from X-ual-cd,  it 

is not possible to argue that these remains were placed as offerings, by themselves. 

However, there are examples where disarticulated hwnan remains may, in fact, represent 

Rtual rather than sacri ficial activity. 

pedicatorv Caches 

This type of cache is applied to items placed" during construction, whether it is 

on the axis or not; such an offering is presumed, fkorn its stratigraphie position, to have 

- L L -  ~l'.... A.. -.A-- -.... 
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have had" (Cm 1959: 1 19). Tttese caches presumably se& to sanctiQ the structure; 

offer dedication to a particuiar deity; or cornmernorate lineage and dynastic anceston 

(Coe 1959: 1 19; Freidel and Schele l98W33). A refinement of this idea is proposai by 

Awe (19945) when he discusses household ritual and suggests, ". . .it is possible that 

among the ancient Maya, dedicatory caches were not only deposited as part of 

commemorative events, but that they also represented ofTerings to supernatural earth 

spirits who were k ing  petitioned to guard the occupants of buildings from evil." 

Coe ( 1965) suggests that a temination offering should be differentiated fiom a 

cache since it signifies a rituai of renewal. Such offerings rnay have been leA on thc 

surface and subsequently concealed by new construction, therefore not king hidden 

(Coe I96W62). According to this interpretation, termination rituals are regarded as a 

unique type of dedicatory deposit. This notion is challenged by Garber (1986: 117) when 

he writes that termination ritual deposits at Cuello are defined as the ritual activities 

associated with the temination or abandonment of a structure or area. Awe (19945) 

concurs with this notion when he states that ". . . termination rituals, which are associated 

with structure dernolition and srnashed objects. . . , may have been conducted as a means 

of thanking and releasing the spirits of houses at the time of stmcture abandonment or 

replacement". The emphasis in this argument derives kom the association of the deposit 

with ritual activity. An example of this concept cornes fiom Choj Group chultzm at X- 

ual-canil, where there is evidence of an Early Classic temination cache. During the 



Early Classic this c h u h  orifice was sealed off with a surface level plaster floor, to 

allow for the expansion of the group. The inclusion of human remah and the placement 

of ceramic vesseis marked the termination of the chuftun's use, and served as a 

dedicatory act for new structures (Gray 1998: 79 ). Additional examples which 

emphasize termination rituai within chultmob of the Belize Valley are presented by 

Powis (1993: lM), Iannow (1994: 104) and GriRith et al. (2000). Of @cular 

importance is the intention of the "acî of offering", not the subsequent activity of 

concealment which categorizes a cache. In the case of the Choj Group, the placement of 

pottery and human remains within the chamber marked the end of the chuifun's use an4 

therefore, constitutes a cache. 

These examples suggest that recovered materials deemed to be part of a 

tenination ritual are, in fact, a category of caches. Freidel and Schele (1989:239) 

present an alternate view of termination when they suggest that a cache is one aspect of 

the riniai. The defacing of masks and acts of graffiti are also indicaton of termination 

ritual. As diis discussion illustrates, the ritual activities of temination can encompas 

caching, mti and defacing, dl of which serve as a means for the Maya to mark the 

end of a stmcturefs use. 

Val-rv Ca& 

The term valedictory cache is used by Hammond and Gerhardt (199 1 :228) in 

regard to Structure 3 16 at Cwllo. The lack of a clear definition of valedictory cache 

considerably clouds any attempt to classi& caches as such Of wncem is the unclear 



distinction between the use of the ternis, dedicatory, temination and valedictory. As 

previously discussed, a dedicatory cache was placed in some instances to sanctify the 

stxucture, possibly during a building phase. If one considers valedictory to represent a 

"farewelln to a structure's use, this would imply that the structure was abandoned after the 

placement of the cache. If the structure is abandoned then it is tnily a termination cache 

and the term valedictory is uneccessary. Another example of this term mixing problem 

cornes from Driver and McWilliams (1995:34) who use the terni abandonment ritual 

when ref&ng to a midden deposit across the basal portion of a structure at Ontario 

Village, Belize,. As there was no W e r  construction of this building, it is suggested that 

the deposit limited access to the structure, effectively killing it and its use. It wodd seem 

that the terni termination cache would be more applicable. Howevet, while there should 

be a clearer distinction made between dedicatory, termination and valedictory, this thesis 

does not attempt to initiate this. If there are indeed valedictory caches, there is no 

documentation to suggest an intnisive deposit versus a surface cache. Therefore, surface 

level deposits could also represent the act of offering, but not necessariiy valedictory 

caches. In terms of sub-sunace use, a valedictory act in a chu/tun wodd be difficult to 

state. Unless access to the chultun is prevented by the building of a structure or a plaster 

floor over the orifice, the chultun will always remain open and accessible. The very act 

of building on top of the chrliun orifice could represent a terinination act for the 

chamber. Until there is a clear example of the use of a valedictory cache in a 

subterranean setting, this term is not applied to the caches fiom the chu~tmob discussed 

in this thesis. 



Nondedicatory caches are differentiated from uhlitarian caches and comtiMe a 

type of votive offering. As Smith (1972a:205) writes, "[nlon-dedicatory caches are 

intnisive, king set through the floor surface of a building after its construction." Coe 

(1959: 1 19) suggests that intrusive caches should be distinguished from dedicatory caches 

as they were set through an interior floor. after construction and during the building's 

occupation. These inmisive caches "may have served various ritual ne&; for instance, 

cornmernorative, celebration, intensification, propitiation" (Coe 1959: 1 19). Coe cites 

Thompson when referring to intnisive caches as those king related to "the 

cornmernoration of katun and tun anniversaries" as well as. "other occasions requiring 

offenngs in the form of pots and varied contents, al1 set beneath the floon on which their 

hierarchal donors walked" (Thompson in Coe 1959: 119). The occurrence of these caches 

is dificult to apply to chultunob unless there is a plastered surface which has ken  re- 

entered. As such, there is no evidence of this type of activity occurring within the 

chultunob assembled for this thesis. 

The preceding discussion has illustrated some of the types of offenngs which 

have been categorized as caches. Hammond and Gerhardt (1991:228) raise an important 

point when they suggest that a cache can serve as either a single or a multiple offering. 

For example, a cache may be a dedicatory as well as a valedictory act (Hammond and 



Gerhardt 199 1 :228). There has k e n  a tendency to associate a cache with a single 

intention, but there rnay be multiple interpretations related to the m-ng of a cache. 

Becker ( 1 992 : 1 87) argues that the "di fficulty may be an epistemological problem of 

projecting our categories onto a situation in which the participants may not have made 

the distinctions that the archaeologists would make." While this statement is made in 

regard to burials and caches, it is an important concept to consider within the context of 

categories created for cached offerings. The Maya rnay not have conceptuaiized the 

same categories of offerings which archaeologists have established for caches today. For 

example, did the Maya consider human remains a cache? 

Rather than using social organization to understand momiary practices, Carr 

( 1 995: 1 07) proposes that researchers use mortuary practices to understand social 

organization. Evidence of rituai activity in burial practices cm, therefore, incorporate a 

broader study of social organization. The ritual act of caching rnay prove to be an 

important aspect of social organUation just as differences in burial type, and diffcrcntial 

treatment in death, are indications of social organization. Storey (199 1 : 108) contends 

that rnortuary analysis provides archaeologists one of the most productive ways to study 

past social orgamzation because the ". . . treamient of the dead reflects something of the 

relationships of the deceased with fmily  and group." 

While i t  is dificuit to ascertain the intention of the Maya in regard to human 

remains, the energy expended in placing a body in the ground provides archaeologists 



with an indication that this individual was of some importance, whether it be on the 

community or household level of society . Generally speahng, the placement of remains 

in specific contexts may simply be the disposal of the dead witb no correlation to ritual 

or ancestor veneration (Becker WU: 187). However, although Welsh (1988) has defined 

a burial classification system for the Lowland Maya, this typology does not adequately 

address instances of chultunob burials and their potential meanings. It is probable that 

human remains in a chulrun wntext represent ceremonial activity, caching and ancestor 

veneration. 

Of particular interest to this chaptets discussion of ritual is the concept of burials 

as caches. If the remains were viewed as an object with syrnbolic value (Coe 1959:78), 

burials could be classified as either dedicatory or nondedicatory offerings (Becker 

1992: 1 88; Sharer and Sedat 1987:261; Welsh 1988: 170). One point of concem is the 

way in which various tyjxs of human interments are categorized Welsh (1 988: 16) has 

created a burial typology which classifies graves based on their morphology but other 

researchers, such as Sharer and Sedat (1987:261) suggest the materials associated with 

the burials are the primary means to define the type of interment In either perspective, 

access to goods and labour required for the interment of individuals is detennined by 

social status. For example, Becker (1992: 187) illustrates, "elites could translate cultural 

ideas into material goods while the lower classes may have expressed the same cultural 

rules with penshable goods." So, different levels of society may be perfoming the same 

ritual activity, but archaeology may be unable to recognize these practices. This chapter 

dws not offer a solution to this complex issue. Rather, this presentation merely serves to 



si@@ that this type of situation may have been occurring at Maya sites in the Upper 

Belize River Valley. 

Begiming in the Preclassic, an adysis  of highland burials reveals they were 

dedicatory acts associated with construction. By the Middle Preclassic, social 

stratification appears to influence burial activities due to the occurrence of multiple 

burials with sacrificed individuals and greater wedtb of burial artifacts (Sharer and Sedat 

l987:261-262). In the chultunob of the Belize Valley there is some correlation to this 

pattern at a later date. By the EarIy Classic, human remains and cerarnic vessels corn the 

Choj Group chultun at X-ualcanil indicate that caching was occurring. The practice of 

caching in chultmob continues into the Late Classic at Cahal Pech in the Tolok Group 

(Powis 1993: 104) as well as at the Zubin Group (Iannone W94: 104). 

Sharer and Sedat's (1987) content that human remains and other materials (Le., 

grave goodsj were dedicatory acts associated with structures. However, an altemate 

approach is to view the materials (human remains and the cenunics) recovered fiom 

these contexts as representing offerings to the interred individual, rather than to a 

structure. The notion of placing offerings to an individual, rather than a structure, also 

supports the occurrence of increased social stratification and differential treatrnent in 

death. In this situation, the cerarnics are the evidence for rihial activity, specifically, 

caching. 

A second comlation with Sharer and Sedat (1987) is the introduction of multiple 

burials. Multiple burials occmed during the Early Classic at X-ual-canil in chuftunob. 

As well, there are moderate levels of wealth displayed in nich burial assemblages (Gray 



l998:79). Recent research by Healy et al. ( 1  998:272) and, Chase and Chase (1996:77) 

discuss the occurrence of multiple burials at the sites of Caledonia and Caracol 

respectiveiy. These studies present evidence of tomb re-entry which was postulated to 

mark an increased complexity of b ~ a l  customs and serve as an indicator of ancestor 

veneration. The occunence of tomb re-entry not only indicates Maya veneration of the 

dead, it may also be viewed as an intrusive act, similar to the outlook on caches, through 

which a second body becomes an offering. In regard to tombs, in parhcular, the ment 

report by Middleton et al. (1998:297-307) argues for a third rnortuary practice, that of on- 

going tomb use in Oaxaca where the a r a  is re-entered over a span of tirne. The 

occurrence of footholds in chultm (at X-ual-canil and Uaxactun) discussed previously, or 

the use of ladden by the ancient Maya, indicate that these subterranean features could be 

re-entered. 

Whether it be a result of the chultm conditions or be a reflection of the original 

placement, human remains found within the chultunob of the Belize Valley are never 

complete remains. McAnany ( l995:6 1-63) suggests that missing skeletal elements, 

which have often been regarded as evidence of sacrifice (Fowler l984:6M; Ruz 

1 96 5 :443), are in fact indicaton of ri tua1 bebaviour and ancestor veneration Due to the 

poor preservation of the X-ual-mil human remains it is not possible to be so confident 

of the explanation for these missing skeletal elements. It is not proposed here that there 

is actiial evidence of ancestor veneration k i n g  practiced at the four features excavated. 



However, these ritual acts could have been occurring within chulhmob, at other sites in 

the Maya area. 

The discussion is not intended to irnply that al\ burials display evidence of 

ancestor veneration and constitute offerings. Rather, it is plausible that human rem& 

within the specific conte* of the chultun are representations of rihial activity. Research 

has revealed that the Maya disposecl of their dead in a variety of ways (lùcketson 1925; 

Ruz 1965:458; Welsh 1988). Perhaps, as with caches, it is content, location and purpose 

of the remains which make them a ceremonial offering (see Coe 1965:462). The 

placement of  human remains in chulrunob could represent acts of ancestor veneration. 

Again, it is the underground location of the chulfun which strengthens the notion there 

was ceremonial activity occurring in the chamben. 

One suggestion is that the term chultun is derived from the Maya words ch'uf 

meaning 'holy' and tun meaning 'stone' (Schele and Freidel 1990:423). Considering the 

association of the underworld as a place of the gods and the 'holy' world, and the fact that 

a chultun offers restricted access beneath the surface, these features may have k e n  

regarded as a portal to Xibalba Aiso of interest is the term ch'ulel, meaning "the holy 

'soul-force' of the universen, which is derived h m  the root ch'ul (Schele and Freidel 

1993: 182,244). If this proposa1 is correct, then the placement of human remains within 

chultunob clearly represents ritual activity. 

This discussion of human remains illustrates that it is entirely reasonable to 

consider and recognize ritual activity in chultunob. The presence of multiple burials as 

indicators of lineage wonhip and veneration of the dead, along with caches, and missing 



skeletal elernents, may al1 serve as components of Maya rituai activity. Also, the shifts 

that are seen in burial patterns nom the Preclassic to Late Classic, are likely the resuit of 

shi fts in socio-political activity (Rathje 1970:359). 

d C a c b  

The problem of overlap between bm'als and caches is discussed by various 

researchen who view these deposits as mutually distinct (Smith 1972a:205). While there 

may be an overlap in some contexts, chuftmob do not appear to exhibit this trait. The 

question remains, did the Maya conceptualize the deposits that archaeologists cal1 caches 

and burials as being part of a single concept (Becker 1992: 1 86)? If material and human 

remains were viewed as an object to be cached, a practice occumng in chultunob, then 

they are part of a single culturai concept. They are conceptualized as something to be 

offered, a tangible object which serves to a dedicate a new structure, or, mark the 

termination of a building's use. However, this concept should not be regarded as a 

general law. That is, that al1 human remains or ceramic artifacts are ody viewed as 

cached items. Therefore, a distinction between burials and caches, as separate concepts, 

would occur in both intra and inter-site settings. The micrwegional area of the Belize 

Valley appears to offer evidence that hwnan remains and caches, within chuitwiob. are 

part of a single concept. This is argued from the perspective that whether it be a ceramic 

vessel, disarticulateci human remains, or fauna, the materials in the (hidden) contexts of 

chullunob, are reflections of ritual activity. Arguably, mod caches and burials may "be 

linked to ancien1 Maya ruiership and lineage worshipn (Pohl 198356). This idea is a 



working hypothesis within the context of this thesis. Clearly, there is a need for more 

conjunctive evidence to be analyzed before this hypothesis can be properly tested. 

The function of chu2tunob has generdly been amibuteci to a utilitarian cache or 

cellar for food mif f s  (for discussion see Tozzer 19 13; Gann 19 18:683; Miksicek et al. 

198 1 :9 18; Reina and Hill 1980:78; Puleston 1971:33 1-332). While this may indeed be 

the primaq bction of chultunob. it is the potential secondary function which is of 

pamcular interest A çerernoniaVritua1 activity area which involves the caching of 

human remains and other items is suggested as the secondary fiinction of some chultunob 

in the Upper Belize River Valley. This hypthesis receives support when associated 

artifacts illustrate rihuil activity . Arti facts recovered fiom the chultwiob of X-ual-canil, 

such as ritually killed ceramics, lip to lip ceramics, and skeletal remaios al1 provide 

direct indications of ceremonial activity. Whle not al1 human remains can be viewed as 

caches, those associated with ritual accoutrements need to be re-examineci for their 

potentid ceremonial significance. 

M a t  then does the placement of buriais and caches in chuhmob mean? The 

occurrence of Maya burials and caches in chuliunob offen aidence regarding the 

secondary function of these chambers. There is evidence that these materials were used 

in termination and dedicatory rituals. There also remaùrs the possibility that chultunob 

served as portais to the underworld and the rituals performed in the chamben were rituai 

acts of lineage and ancestor veneration As well, the placement of chultmob in the 



penphery of Cahal Pech, X-ualaniL and Xunantunich could indicate evidence for 

domestic or sub-dite ritual. In the case of X-uai-canil, ChuZtunob 3 and 4 are located 

beyond the terminus of the Lahlrin sucbe and Te Tun Na ritual area which rnay indicate 

an extension of rihial activity into peripheral and domestic zones. ui addition, Iannone 

(personal communication, 1 999) recognized the Pmto-Classic cerarnic assemblage from 

the Choj Group at X-ual-canil as a type of subelite statu embellishment (see Brady et al. 

1998: 32). It appas,  then, that materials recovered fiom chulrun contexts can provide 

information regarding social organization, behaviour patterns, and associated ceremonial 

activities. 

For instance, cached offering wi also include faunal rernains and hgrnentary 

cerarnic assemblages which evince different aspects of ritual. Research by Pohl (1983) 

suggests that anirnals were tangible manifestations of Uaya religious thought Therefore, 

faunal remains provide unique insight into prehistonc ceremonies and the people who 

conducted them. Most fauna recovered from caches (and burials) could potentially be 

used in a variety of rinial practices (Pohl l983:S). Her discussion suggests that faunal 

remains fiom caves and cenotes resernble similar offerings from caches and burials. 

However, although animals were utilized in a similas man.net, the fauna used in caves 

rnay indicate diEerent ritual pcsctices directeci toward the underworld, renewal and 

regeneration (Pohî 1983:86-87). Althougb chultunob are classified as structures, it is 

appropriate to suggest that they have a closer co~ection with caves and cenotes due to 

their below surface or "enbance into the earth" orientation. Therefore, faunal material 

recovered from ch&& rnay be indicative of ritual activity focussing on underworld 



concepts. Aylesworth (1993:90) suggests, in regard to floral and faunal analysis, that 

toads and plant bundles possibly were p l d  in chuitunob to protect the stored material 

from rnicrwrganisms. A h ,  the fernains of toads and other amphibians are often 

classified as intrusive, whereas they may be an important indicator of the pst ritual use 

of chultunob. These animals may have held significance related to their association with 

the undemrld. Urhether these were placed in the chultun as aspects of the undenvorid 

theme is not clear in the X-ual-canil sarnple. However, the concept of bone-sou!, which 

states that the animal "does not die but is endlessly resurrected fiom the bones", is one 

possible explanation for the presence of such faunal remains in rituai deposits (Pohl 

1983:98). 

Ceramics offer another indication of rituai activity through the ceremonial 

breaking or piercing of ceramic items. The significance of this "killing" of cerarnic 

objects is tied to the notion of releasing of the spirit held within the object Nurnerous 

examples of terminated vessels were recovered fiom the chultunob at the Toiok Group at 

Cahal Pech (Powis 1995:59), Chzihn 3 and 4 fiom X-ual-canil (Gray 1998), Chaa Creek 

(Comell 1995) and Yax Cann Chultm (Griffith et al. 2000). In several cases , 

incomplete ollas were fond with only the jar neck portion of vessels k ing  recovered 

(Conne11 1995; Gray 1998; Griffith et al. 2000; Robin 1996). Due to the absence of 

body sheds, it appwus that ollas were not srnashed in the chuifun chamber, but the necks 

were deliberately placed there. Their placement in chulrimob could uidicate their use as 

stands for other vessels, or, they may have k e n  a symbolic variation on the hearth 

Plwiket and Umuela (1998297) suggest tbat hearths made £iom olla rùns and stones 



were set into the floor of communal and general function rooms at Temtimpa, Mexico. 

The matrix contained in the olla rims firom X-UA-canil did not provide evidence of any 

buming or ash and, there is no evidence fiom other chuliunob to support the use of these 

rims as heanhs. While the exact purpose of the olla rims remains wibiown, the ritual 

dismantling of vessels in order to release of the spirit contained within the object is tied 

to the animistic nature of Maya religious thought 

There remains a category of rihial artifacts which, it is speculated, are related to 

concepts of rebirth, dedication and lineage affiliation ( R u  1965:459). For example, the 

deposition of human remains and lithic materials, such as obsidian chips and hernatite, 

are practices which occw in Maya temple mounds and ceremonid plad.orms, forming a 

cult of the dead in public buildings. Smith (1972b:220) utilizes the t e m  'peculiarities' to 

discuss hernatite, missing skeletd elements and obsidian chips. If one substitutes the 

tenn 'peculiarities' with 'ritual', an interesting pattern emerges. An example of this 

cornes fiom Uaxactun, where rihial activity includes the deposition of lithics and human 

remains in public buildings (se Ricketson and Ricketson 1937). While these 

archaeologists acknowledge that rituai activity occm in public architecture, the same 

activity in private, residential structures is ofien disregarded For instance, Smith 

(1972b:2 13) suggests that house rnounds do not exhibit these peculiarities because 

occupation of the house often codnued afler the placement of remains. In fa& the 

concept of "living with the ancestors" is vaiidated here (McAnany 1995). It is therefore 

apparent that activities, such as placement of peculiarities and human remains, are 

recognized as ceremonid in public wntexts but at the household level, they tend to be 



overlooked. Clearly, the placement of human remains beneath a flwr in a public 

building is viewed as a cache but in a househoid context, Smith (1972b) implies that the 

placement of human remains here was a matter of convenience and an easy means to 

dispose of an individual. This thesis challenges these oversights and suggests that 

although early research by Ruz (1965) and Smith (1972, 1972b) did not fully address 

Maya ritual activity, it is evident that this activity is occurring at al1 societal levels of the 

Maya world. The suklite inhabitants of the X-uai-canil periphery were practicing ritual 

activities in their own way with the items that were available to them. The olla rims, and 

domestic ceramics such as the plates of the Belize Red Group were the items that these 

people could incorporate into their rituai practikes. Additional items such as cloth, 

weavings and plants may have been incorporated in these ntuals but, they have since 

deteriorated in the chulfun environment. 

Sharer and Sedat (1987:261) make an important distinction beo~een midden 

deposits and cache/buial deposits. Middens are the result of the deposition of waste 

matenals and domestic debris, while caches evince ofFertory behaviour. Therefore, 

functional and be haviourai activities distinguish caches from domestic deposits. This 

inference is particularly interesting considering Chultm D in the Toiok group which 

Powis (1995:49) argues may have served as a secondary midden deposit with a ritually 

"killed" ceramic vessel. The distinction between rituai and domestic deposit is unclear in 

this situation. Perhaps there is an overlap between middens and caches in some contexts. 



Based on the evidence fiom the Tdok Group, it appears there is a aeed to m e r  

investigate the intention of deposits. For example, domestic debris rnay be a nowlite 

means of placing an offeriag. As Becker (1992: 187) illustrates, elites rnay translate 

cultural ideas hto material goods while lower classes may bave expressed the same 

cultwal niles through the use of perishable g&." indeed, if the chuliunob of the Belize 

Valley are areas of sub-dite ritual activity, there is a need to better undentand these 

praaices. 

McAnany (1 995:3 1)  offers a discussion of feasting, domestic rituals, and material 

remains of the anceston which can be applied here. In t e n s  of the potential suggested 

functions of chultunob. the aspects of ancestor veneration may be closely tied to the 

storage fùnction of these structures, perhaps storing of surplus goods to be utilized in 

future feasts or the disposal/garbage of materials already used in a feast. Altematively, 

the burial function suggested for some chuitunob in the Belize Valley , could indicate the 

temporary placement of hman remains as one step in a longer and more elaborate ritual 

process. This is assuming that the idea of lineage and daims to ancestry account for 

absent s keletaf elements. 

There are various tems applied to chambers or openings in limestone bedrock 

At the residential compound of Tiajuiga 33 nom Teotihuacan in Central Mexico there 

are burials in die e h ,  in ceramic vessels, or in shailow (15-20 cm) teptate bedrock pits 

(Storey 199 1 : 108). The individuais recovered from the sballow tepetote pits are of 



particular interest as these may be a variation on the c h u l ~ o b  that is seen in the Maya 

area. The most common grave good from the shdlow pits was the ceramic bowl 

aithough the= were examples of miniature vessels, vases, censers and jars as well. 

Those individunls recovered £?om deep tepetute pi& were accornpanied by three or more 

types of grave goods including ceramics, obsidian blades, marine shell, greenstone, date 

and mica. In terms of location, the tepetate pit buriais occuned with altius, which are not 

only a known ntual area but, aiso an ami  that suggests a higher status than those 

individuals found in activity areas (Storey 199 1 : 109- 1 12). Storey ( 199 1 : 109) argues that 

the poverty of grave gods found with secondary Uiterments suggests that buriai goods 

were not moved when the individual was removed from their original internent area. 

Although these pits are smaller than the features in the Upper Belize River 

Valley, there are examples of larger subteminean chambers which warrant discussion. 

From Western Mexico, specifically in the highiand lake zones of Jalisco and Nayarit, 

Ohnersorgen and Varen (1996) discuss shaft-tomb cemeteries (also see Weigand 1996). 

These shaft-tombs begin to m u r  during the Early Formative period (1 500- 1000 BC). 

No surface buildings are present at this time but, by the Middle Formative pend (1000- 

300 BC), they becorne associated with htraced, circular platfoms located along the 

upper shores. B y the Late Formative period (300 BC- AD 200) complex architecturai 

arrangements were introduced on the platfonns and some shaft-tombs had structures 

build over them. These configurations continue and, by the Middle Classic period (AD 

400-700), they appear tu be arranged in terms of comrnunity and senlement hierarchy 

which collapsed by AD 700-900 (Weigand 1996:93). This is also about the tune that 



chulrunob use in the Maya subarea appears to end It is particularly interesting that the 

association of the shaft tomb and circular buildings occmed in the early period. This 

association i s  reminiscent of the Tolok Group from Cahal Pech which also had 

contemporaneous chultunob and round structures (see Powis 1995). 

Further, the location of the shaft-tomb chamber on high ground or beneath 

buildings, the chamber moqhc!ogy (including the use of a capstone) and the inclusion of 

human remains in these shaft-tomb features are an intriguing parallel cornparison to 

Maya chultunob. The shaft-tombs were 

re-enterable famiiy crypts, with shaft and at least one side chamber for the burials 
and offenngs. These shaA tombs decreased in architectural complexity as the 
Classic Period progressed, though most continued to be nchly furnished and 
occasionally painted with murals (Weigand 1996:94). 

The architecture defined above has also been referred to as a ceremonid type known as 

guachimontones. which appear to be an elaboration of the widespread shaft and chamber 

tomb (Beekman 1996: 136). Although these charnbers are more elaborate than chuftunob, 

there are temporal and morphological similarities despite their geographic distance. 

Further, there seems to be a hctional correlation between the ple-uela group with 

chulrunob in the Maya area and, the West Mexican shaft-tomb with its associated 

senlement as they were both utilized for funerary, ritual and possibly habitation purposes 

(see Beekman 1996: 136 for a d ixwion  of the shaft-tomb). in sum, a cornparison of 

these other types of subterranean features to the chultunob of the Upper Belize River 

Valley offers evidence of similar artifact assemblages, functions and temporal use. 



Summarv 

This chapter has provided a discussion of offixings, burials and ritual, drawing 

exarnples from excavated chulrunob of the Belize Valley. The preceding discussion 

semd as a forum which offered evidence and the suggestion that chultunob were areas 

of ritual activity with a likely focus on ancestor and lineage veneration, as well as 

undenvorld themes. Issues raised in this presentation illustrate the on-going debate 

within the cachehurial dichotomy and how the apparent overlap or blending of the tenns 

caches and burials may ~ s d t  fiom inadquate definitions offered by archaeologists. In 

order to formulate a new typology, archaedogi~ must strive to understand the Maya 

mies involved in making the offeringr that traditionally have been cailed caches and 

burials. This goal may be achieved if altemate interpretive approaches are embtaced- 

For example, there has been a tendency to associate a cache with a single intention. 

Another approach would be to consider the notion of multiple interpretation of meanings 

for caches. A second step is the recognition that caches are mere elements or 

components of ritual activity. There is the need to comprehend the use of extended ritual 

activity over time with the cache being one part of this ceremonial process. Finally, the 

inclusion of hurnan remains should be regarded as a cache if the intention of the briri-al 

custodians cm be ascertaineci as such (e.g., an offering). 

Within chultunob. the act of offering is the most poignant evidence for ritual 

activity . The broken ceramic vessels as indicatoa of the ritual killing of pots, the 

inclusion of disarticulated hurnan remains, as well as precious items such as hematite and 

jadeite artifacts, al1 indiate the potential ritual bction of these subtemean chamben. 



Overall, the micreregion of the Upper Belize River Valley appears to offer evidence that 

burials and caches withia chulrunob were part of a single concept within the ritual realm. 

Al1 this is argued frorn the perspective that whether it be a ceramic vessel, hurnan or 

farmal remains, these items were viewed by the parhcipants as offerings and their 

placement in the chultun served particular pirrposes. In some cases, the items were 

offered to temination the use of the chdnin and, in other cases the items were used to 

dedicate the construction of new buildings. While not al1 human remaius can be viewed 

as offerings, those associated with other ritual items need to be re-examined for ttieir 

potential sigmficance as termination and dedicatory acts. 



Chapter 5 

CONCLUSIONS 

As Puleston (196524) noteci, no series of artif- recovered h m  chultunob have 

been found to provide clearcut evidence for a simple explmation of the fiction of these 

feaîures. Exactly how these chamben were utilized continues to be a source of debate 

and it appean that there is no clear answer to be found. The ancient Maya used 

chultunob for various purposes and a single chultun could have had a nurnber of 

fwictions over its Ii fespan. 

While this thesis d o a  not clairn to have solved the functional debate, it has r a i d  

questions about the assumptions and over-sights of archaeologists with regard to 

function. An examination of artifact assemblages and chamber morphology of four 

chuitunob fiom the periphery of the site of X-ual-canil in the Belize Valley has 

challenged the previously proposeci functions of these features. For example, it is highly 

unlikely that the chultunob of X-ual-canil served as  cistems. The description by BuIlard 

(1960:362) of chultmob which served a function other than cistems applies here. As 

testing has reveaied, the use of a plaster lining allowed for some chambers to become 

waterproof, so their use as potential cistems is plausible (Hom 1936:184). However, the 

excavated chuliunob at X-ual-canil did not exhibit plastered walls to any degree. In 

addition, there was no surface level evidence to suggest a drainage mechanism or 

channel which served to direct the water into the orifice. Perhaps the strongest evidence 

negating a cistem mode1 was the occurrence of the developed drainage and reservoir 



systern at X-ual-canil. The presence of these systems of water management clearly d e s  

out the need for water storage c h b e r s  here. 

The second fiinction which was challenged was the long-term (more than one 

year) food storage hypothesis. As was demonstrated by the experimental work of 

Puleston (1971) and, later, Miksicek et al. (1981), root crops do not store well in a 

chultun environment for extended p e n d  of time. There was also no artifactual 

evidence, such as the recuvery of storage jars fiom the X-ual-canil chamben, to suggest 

such a function The absence of cerarnic containers a h  rnakes the fiinction of alcohol 

fermentation, proposed by Dahlin and Litinger (1 985) problematic, and untestable in 

this situation. 

This thesis has argued that the chultunob at X-ual-canil were certainly utilized for 

the interment of human remains and that the chamben also possibly served a short term 

storage and on-going rituai function. These functions are suggested because the 

examination of offerings, burials and ritual activity in the Maya Lowlands was utilized as 

a lens through which the artifact assemblages Rom chultunob were viewed The artifacts 

recovered fiom the chamben at X-ual-canil were comparai with those artifacts from 

cMlunob at the sites and peripherai groups of Cahal Pech and Xunantunich. While not 

ail chuhonb contained buriais or evidence of rituai activity, there was enough 

information contained within the chambers to propose that these activifies were 

occurring. 

For example, the Choj Group Chulrun, the largest feature in this snidy, provided 

both an informative artifact assemblage and a sealed context due to the placement of a 



surface level plaster floor over the chamber's orifice. The artifacts recovered fiom Level 

1 suggest that the chulim was utilized as a short tem storage chamber for household 

goods during the Late Formative to the Early Classic. It was surmiseci that as the group 

expanded in the Early Classic, there was no longer a need for the storage function of this 

chultm. At this tirne the surface plaster floor sealed off the chulrun. The inclusion of 

human remains (minimum number of iadividuals being four) and the placement of 

ceramic vessels in Level 1 m e d  as a dedicatory act for new stnictures built on top of 

the chdtun orifice. 

The relatively poor presexvation of the human remains at the Choj Group Chultm 

could suggest a secondary and haphazard internent, or perhaps the state of the burials 

was simply a reflection of dimirbance created by the openings through which debris, 

water and creatures subsequentiy gained entrance. What is clear is that the residents of 

the Choj Group used the chulrm as a final resting place for these individuals. 

For a feature such as Chirliun 2, where fiinetion codd not be detennined due to 

the paucity of artifacts, chamber morphology can assis in deteminhg which hinetions it 

could not have sewed. It can be stated with certainty that this chultm was not utilized 

for water storage. Its location near a reservoir, dual chamber morphology, and 

unplastered walls al1 negate the possibility of water catchent or containment in this 

feature. One indication of its fùnction may derive from the morphofogical style and the 

raised sills or lips distinguishing the entrance shaft fiom the two mal1 chambers. 

Puleston (1971 :327) mentioned the presence of raised si11 in the laterai shaped chultmob 

between the chamber and the antechamber to prevent water fiom entenng the main 



chamber. In Chultun 2, perhaps the opposite was occurring. It is possible that min water 

was prevented h m  entering the eastem and western chamben from the central chamber 

by the creation of these r a i d  sills. Water could have tnckled in when the capstone was 

removed and due to the mal1 size of this chultun, the sill was an effective barrier for 

debris entering the east and west chamben. However, if water mis prevented From 

entering the chambers, it is unclear what these sills maybe have been protecting. 

The artifact assemblage fiom Chultm 3 was quite large and very informative. 

The morphology and the oumerous artifacts recovered allow an interpretation that this 

feature likely served a pnmary and secondary hction, both of which left remains. In 

this case, short-tenn storage is postdateci to be a primary fûnction with a secondary ritual 

function occming at a later date. The evidence to support storage is derived fiom the 

ceramic assemblage. Although no body sherds fiom olla vessels were recovered, the two 

chamben contained a total of5 rirns. It is suggested that these rirns may have served as a 

type of stand or base for other vessels. Also, the remains of a cobble layer in both Lobes 

B and C has been suggested by other researchers as a means to support storage vessels 

(Keller 1995: 102). Further evidence of storage activities was alluded to through the 

discovery of 3 miniature vessels which may also have served as pot stands. 

Unfominately, due to the activity of bats, soi1 simples from within the upnght vessels 

were not in pristine condition an4 as  a result, no soi1 samples were recoverable for 

flotation experiments. Although the types of items stored was unciear, it is probable that 

both Lobe B and Lobe C were utilized in this fashion at some point Considering bat X- 

ual-canil is interpreted an administrative site for surroundhg agricultural fields, perhaps 



the support population which lived in the periphery was storing surplus to be utilized in 

feasts or festivals (see Iannone 1 998:2O). The application of a feastingjdomestic ritual 

model can assist in further defining the role of chultunob at this site. 

This is closely related to the second function, involving ritual or ceremonial 

action. As there were artifacts that did not fit the household storage-on1 y model, it 

became necessary to consider what these artifacts could reveal about chamber use. For 

example, a small piece of jadeite, as well as hematite and a unique carved pebble appear 

to indicate that other activities (caching) may have been occurring. Further indications o f  

ritual activity stem from the ceramic assemblage. A total of I5 ceramic vessels were 

recovered from the chambers and most of the vessels were broken or exhibited missing 

pieces. This type of assemblage represents a ritual killing of vessels within the chulfun 

environment, specifically, it appears that vessels were deliberately broken and pieces 

placed in separate areas of the chambedlobe. There are also examples of incomplete 

vessels which are missing rim fragments, body sherds or, in the case of Vessel 13 from 

Lobe B, the walls of the tripod dish were broken off and removed. The base of this 

tripod vessel was further broken into two pieces which were placed in different sections 

of Lube C. These incomplete vessels represent a type of cache, indicating some level of 

termination activity. 

From Chdtun 4 there is an example of a lipto-lip dedicatory cache which is 

associated with human remains. The inclusion of human remains in chultunob is known 

to occur in approximately half of the chambers investigated in the Upper Belize River 

Valley regon. Although the burial evidence h m  X-ual-canil is not an exact parall el, 



recent research from the site of Caraco1 suggests that the chuitunob there may have been 

utilized as burial chamben for elite farmers based on the richmss of burial goods (Jaeger 

199 1 in Hunter-Tate 1994). Furiher, Hunter-Tate ( 1995:69) suggests that chultunob of 

Caraco1 rnay have been a prototype for the Late Classic tombs. Although X-ualcanil is 

outside of the Caracol region, the only human remains found at X-ual-canil have been 

those located in a chultm context and, therefore, they can be seen as a type of burial 

chamber. 

As discussed previously, the chuliunob From X-ual-canil are not tombs but, do 

exhibit characteristics which resemble this grave type. Chulrmob, specifically Chullun 3 

in this sarnple, could have been re-entered due to the presence of footholds that lead one 

into the entrance shaft. For those features that do not exhibit footholds, a ladder may 

have used for repeated entrance into the chamber. The occurrence of an entrance shaft is 

also similar to the morphology of some tombs, as is the use of a capstone. However, the 

chultunob at X-ual-canil were not utilized by dite individuais as the Maya tombs were. 

Rather, the people f m i n g  in the periphery were occupying the associated structures and 

were most likely the builders of these subtemean features. 

The location of chultunob in the Upper Belize River Valley landscape also 

reveals information about their spatial distribution. The four c h u b  excavated at X-ual- 

canil conforrn to the spatial patteming and the one chuitun to structure ratio suggested by 

Powis (1999) at C M  Pech. Chultmob are fkquently associated with natural streams, 

rivers, waterholes, as well as modifid areas like reservoirs/ aguauh. In addition, there 

is a tendency for chuitunub to be located on naturd or modified hilltops and dopes, near 



structures in plumeIa andor patio gmups outside of the site core. Although there are 

individual cases, at Group D from Xunantunich and, the Tolok and Zubin groups ffom 

Cahal Pech where chuliunob were located beneath or direcîly adjacent to large 

structures, these prove to be exceptions rather than the nom. A second pattern which is 

not as muent but does occur at X-ual-canil. the Zubin group and Group A at 

Xunantunich, is the soli tary chultun. This feature has no directly associated stxuctures 

but is usually at least 50 metres From either a structure or a water source. The solitary 

chultunob was spatially distniuted on the high ridges like the othez chultunob with 

associated structures. Whether it be a solitary chultun or one associated with structures, 

chultunob in the X-ual-canil periphery never occur with other chulrunob in a single 

group. This is to say that there is not more than one chulrun per structure or reservoir. 

While there may be a pattern to the spatial distribution and ratio of chultunob in 

this region, there is no apparent pattern to chultmob morphology. In fact, the variability 

in chuitun rnorphology is evident even in the smail sample fiom X-ualcanil The four 

chultunob excavated provided evidence of the range of chuliun rnorphology as there were 

exarnples of both lateral and multi-lobed features. The two lateml chamben, the Choj 

group chultm and Chultun 4, were different sizes and interestingly were the two fatures 

which included human remaim. Chuitun 2 was a small, dual lobed feature and Chltun 

3,  much larger, also exhibited two chambers. 

These four X-uai-canil features also provided a temporal range which allowed for 

an understanding of the range of occupation in the site's periphery. The Choj Group 

chuitun groMded evidence that suggested these features were used dltring the Proto to 



Early Classic, while Chultun 2,3 and 4 were in use during the Late Classic period 

To conclude, burial, ritual and short-terni storage functions are the most suitable 

mode1 to apply to the X-dcanil chultunob. There is evidence for chrrlrmob as places 

for human internent, as well as areas where the dedicatory caching and termination of 

ceramic vessels occurred. The placement of human remains and the ceremonid deposits 

such as cemnic vessels are viewed as offerings which occurred over various times. The 

chultunub discussed in this thesis also provided evidence regarding the settlement of the 

X-ual-canil peripheral areas during the Proto to Late Classic periods. As the nature of 

human activity is not static, nor are rnaterial remains. As a result there were changes over 

time, and an evolution in the fûnctioo of chultunob. 

More research needs to be wrnpleted in the Upper Belize River Valley region as 

well as other parts of Mesoamerica so that archaeologists can begin to clearly undentand 

the range of functions, primary and secondary, that chulrunob served. Functions should 

not be forwarded based on supposition or only those functions that have been suggested 

in the past. Rather, the artifact assemblage, c h u h  location, chamber morphology and 

associateû features, structures and groups, should al1 provide the foundation through 

which function is d e t e r n i d .  Clearly, there is a need to spend more time underground 

and to gain a much fuller understanding of these complex features of the ancient Maya 

worfd. 
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AlBmmuE 

CERAMlC VESSELS FROM THE CHULTUNOB OF X-UAL-CAN'IL 

1. Choj Group (Unit CHI-1) 
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- - . - - - -  
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2. Chultun 3 (ünit CH3-1), Lobe B 
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3. Chultun 3 (Unit CW-1), Lobe C 
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APPENDIX TWO 

Repon on the Human Remains h m  Choj Group 
Chuitun (CHI - I ), Periphexy of X-ud-canil, Cayo District, Belize 

Sonja Schwake 

Central Lobe 

Dentition: 
Level 1 (found in close proximiry to Vessel $5 SF38/189- 1 : 14) 
maxillary righr firn premolar 

Level 2a 
-môullary lefk canine 

Cnnial Fragments: 
LeveI 2a 
- 2 unidentified cranid fragments 

Postcranirl Fra, oments: 
Level 1 
- fiasment of a large long bone (higAy disinregared). potentially a humeral 
or femoral i r a p e n r  (found in close proximity ro Vessel 53SF Xi1 53- 
1 14j 
- diaal end of a finger phalanx (found within Vessel W S F  28/159- 1 : 14j  
- 1 distal ilnger phaian- (found within Vessel MiSF 281159-1: 15) 
- 2 fragments of the mid-shafrs oifinger phalanses ( found wirbh Vesse! 
+b/SF 28i189- 1 : 15 j 
- 1 disral toe phalam (found within Vessei t6iSF 28iI89- I : 15 j 
- I metatarsal head (iound  idu un Vesse1 +6/SF 25/189- 1 : 15) 

Level Za 
- I u h a r  fragment (with sharp imerosseous cresr portion of the sh&j 
- 1 proximal end of a second meracarpal 
- 1 diaal end of a proximal hand phalanx 

Level 2 
- 1 f?a=pent of the head of the humerus 
- 2 disai radial fragments 
- I metacarpal shafr 
- 2 proximal hand phalanges 
- 1 d i m i  end of a proximal hand pManx 
- 1 rib hgrnent 
- 1 ri-t, fim cuneifonn (tarsal bone) 
- 1 ri'o fiagrnent (found within Vesse1 ;5 1 1 SF+28/189-120) 
- 1 fibula fiafiament (found wirhin Vesse1 $1 1 SF#28/189- 1 :20j 



- 1 humeral hgment (found wittiin Vessel # 10 SF#28/ 1 89- 1 : 19) 

Age: 
NI remains &om the center lobe were indeterminate for age, although d 
were adult. 

Pathologies: 
Dentition 
-madary Ieft canine (Level la)  shows Wear on haif of the occlusal edge 
(towards the laterai incisor) as well as linear enamel hypoplasia proximal to 
the cemento-enamel junction and proximal ro the occlusal edge. 

South-West Lobe 

Den tition: 
LeveI 1 
- 1 mauillary lefi lateral incisor 

LeveI 3 
- 1 rnandibular lefi fim premolar (very eroded) 
- 1 rnandibular lefi second premolar (very eroded) 
- 1 rnadlary left canine 

Cranial Fragmen rs: 
Level 1 
- 5 cranial fragments 

LeveI 2 
- 16 cranial &agmenrs 

Postcranirl Fragments: 
Level 1 
- 16 unidentified lono bone fYa_menrs 
- severai s d  unidentified bone f iagents from within Vessel S (SF 
ZS/lSS-i : 18) 
- 1 ri&t navicular (carpal) 
- 1 distal finger phaianx 
- 2 panial fka-menu of either foot or hand phdanoes (very eroded) 
- 4 rib hgnents 
- 1 ff at bone M e n t  (either innominate or scapulq very eroded) 
- 2 tarsals (1 cuneiform, side unknowq 1 talus, side unlaiown) 

Level 2 
- 1 mediai section of a metacarpal shafr 
- 1 complete metacarpal SM 
- 1 tomplete metacarpal 



- 5 distai hger  phalanges 
- 1 medial h g e r  phalanx 
- 1 finger phdanx (unknown if proximal or medial) 
- 4 shat fragments of h g e r  phalanges 
- 1 shaft fhgment of a medial h g e r  phalam 
- 1 articular head of a h e e r  phaIa.cn 
- 1 scapular fragment 
- 1 humeral head fiasrnent 
- 3 humeral shaft fiapents 
- 2 radial shaft kagmenis 
- 1 rib fia-ment 
- 1 complete left patella 
- 6 fibular stiafk fia-mms 
- I tibial shaft f k p e n t  
- 1 dinal portion of a metatarsal 
- 1 proximal end of a metatarsai 
- 4 panid seaions of metatarsal bones 
- 4 dinal toe phalanses 
- 1 medial toe phalanx 
- 8 proximal toe phalanges 
- 7 unidentified long bone Fragments kom either the foot or hand 
- 4 unidentified long bone fia_menrs 

The remains from the Southem lobe of the chulnin were adult, thoueh 
indeterminate for a more specific age ran-e (presence of premolars 
teinforces this assessment). 

Pathologies: 
Post-Cranial 
- the dinal finger phalanv (Levd 2) exhibired some minor arrhntic 
osteophyte growth on the anicular faca. 
- One of the diaal foot phalanges (Level3) exhibited some anhritic lipping 
another exhibiteci ahritic lipping, as well as a nnicniral deformation wirh 
bony regrowth. 

North Lobe: 

Den tition: 
Level 1 
- 2 maviilary left central incisors @oth are shovel-shaped) 
- 1 maxillary lefi lated incisor 
- 1 mandibular nght lateal incisor 
- 1 mandibular iatetal incisor, side unknown (no root) 
- 1 maxillary nght canine 



- 2 rnaillary left canines (one shows marked Wear on the diaal occlusal 
edge, while the other has iittie or no wear) 
- 1 maxiiiary left second premolar 
- 2 mandibular premoiars (indeterminate for side due to eweme erosion 
and lack of roots) 
- 1 rnandibular left fint molar 
- 1 rnandibdar left second rnolar 
- 1 mandibdar right third molar 
- 1 mandibiiar !efk third rnolar 
- 1 môullary left second molar 
- 1 ma>ciUary nght second molar 
- 1 maxillary first or second molar (side unknown), wirh a large carious 
lesion extending throughout the crown cavity 
- 1 hi-gldy eroded rnaxillary molar 
- 1 higbly eroded rnandibular molar 

Cronial Fragments: 
Level 1 
- 36 cranid fia-ments 

Postcnnial Fragments: 
Level 1 
- ; scapular fragments (one is the gienoid fossa of the scapula) 
- 1 shdk of a finger phdanx 
- 2 distal finger phaianges 
- I medial finger phalanx 
- 1 disrai end of a proximal hand phalanx 
- 1 distal end of a metatarsai 
- 2 frazpents of a radial shaft 
- 2 lumbar venebral fragments 
- 1 right nnvicular (rusal bone) 
- 2 unidentified long bone fra-ments from the hand or foor 
- 15 unidentified long bone 6awments 

Ag e: 
These remains are representative of adult individuais, aithough there is no 
more specific age range determinable. 

Pathologies: 
Dentition 
- The mandibulat lefi second molar (Level 1) shows slight wear, a small 
lingual carious lesion and a large centrai-buccal carious lesion. 
- Several of the maxiiiary incisors (Level1) show shovei shaping 
- One of the maxiUary Ieft canines &me1 1) shows marked Wear on the 
diaal occlusai edge 



- There is a large carious lesion on one of the maxillary molan (side 
unknown) 

Cranid 
- 1 of the cranid m e n u  (Level 1) has circular porotic lesions. The 
hgment is very eroded thouoh, and the lesion may be a resuit of 
taphonomic processes. 

South-East Lobe: 

Fragments: 
Levei 1 
-4 unidentifiable fia-ments 



Summary 

Preservation- The condirion of the remains varied fiom good to pour. Many of the bones 
showed marked erosion, prirnarily due to the caustic and aerobic conditions wirhin the 
chultun chamber, 

Minimum Number of Individuais- The minimum m b e r  of individuals represented by 
the rernains found within the chultun (CHI - 1) is four. This is based on the presence of 
CA..- A,, m d a r y  lefi canines. These were found in the Cemral Lobe, the Nonh Lobe (nvo 

were recovered ftom this am), and the South-west Lobe respeaivefy. Due to the rather 
disnirbed unire of the remains within the chultun however, d is dficult to say if these 
individuais were herred in these specific "areas" withh the chulm initiaily, or were 
displaced to these locations. 

Dernographies of the Individuais- The remains al] represent addt Lidividuals; as there 
were severil premolars present, ail epiphyses were fus4 and there was the presence of 
occasional arthntic lipping. There was no evidence for ni&-adult individuais within this 
assemblage. None of the remains were determinate for sex or nature. 

Remrins Assessed in Relation io Areal Distribution- Roui~hly, the 'body parts' found 
wirhh each respective area were as foliows: 

Southwest: Levei 1- Cranid, teeth, nbs, hip, fingers and foot bones. 
Lwel2- Craniai,  tee^ shoulder, upper and lower a m ,  han& 

ribs, kneecap, lower les and foor bones. 

Center. Level 1- Teeth, long bones. 
Level2a- Craniai, teeth, lower am and hand. 
Level2- Upper and lower a m ,  hand, nb, lower ieg and foor. 

Nonh: Level 1- Cranid, teeth, shoulder, hand, vertebra and foot. 

Thus there is a combined mjx of body pans in each are& suoeesting thar these areas were 
probably the initial location of internent for at Ieast three of  the individuais. The remains 
were extremely kapentary and dimirbed however, so this distribution may jua indicate 
randorn spread throughout the confines of the chuInin. 



X-ualîanil, Group F (Gran Maestro) 
Chultun 4, Unit CH4- 1, Level2 

Excavated July 22, 1998 
13 fkgments 

5 unidentified bone fkgments 
1 nb hgment 
5 long bone hgments 
1 mandibular latexai nght incisor 
1 radial shaft hgment - side unknown 

Excavated Juiy 27,1998 
34 fragments 

2 nb hgrnents 
1 proximal end 
16 pieces of hominate- side unknown 
1 piece of innominate which inciudes the acetabulurn of the hip 
1 kagment of a robust long bone, femur- side unknown 
8 unidentified long bone fragments 
2 tibial fragments - side unknown 
3 humeral hgments- side unkno wn 

Preservation is poor. The remains are adult with no pathologies present. 
Number of individuals is unknown 




